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Residence halls get wrecked

Extensive damage in Murphy and Hamlin
halls irk administrators, residents
Dan Cooney
Campus Editor

Resident assistant Emmett Morton had just completed a round in Murphy Hall and came back to the
duty office to continue his shift one evening earlier in
the semester.
“We were down in the office. We’d only been there
maybe 15 minutes when someone came and got us,”
Morton said.
The person said to head to the third floor, where
Morton lives. When he arrived, he was in disbelief of
what he saw.
“They took one of the trash cans that was filled with
half-filled beer cans, puke [and] all that and threw it
down the hall. That same night in the same area … they
ripped down some lights, shattered a bunch of mirrors
[and] ripped one of the water fountains off of the wall,”
Morton said.
But those are not the only problems Murphy Hall – a
place notorious for vandalism – has experienced this
semester.
According to the John Carroll University Campus
Crime Report, Campus Safety Services reported, at

11:53 p.m. on Nov. 16, the door handle to an outer exit of
Murphy had been broken off. Lisa Brown, JCU’s director
of residence life, said the crash bar – used to push to get
out the door – had been broken off.
“Their removing [of the crash bar] left that door completely un-secure, so it caused a significant security risk
for the rest of the building,” Brown said.
Recent acts of vandalism such as these have been a
headache for other residents, RAs, maintenance workers
and administrators. If the people committing the vandalism are not found, residents could also be feeling the pain
in their wallets.
The housing agreement for students living on-campus
during this academic year states, “Damages that occur to
public areas (e.g. restrooms, lounges, study rooms, etc.)
that are not attributable or chargeable to a specific individual or group shall be equally shared by the residents
of the living area where those damages occur.”
Brown said the crash bar and hall trashing incidents
each cost $1,500.
“Unless we find the individual responsible in that
investigation – because it [the investigation] has been

Please see DAMAGE, P.3
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A light fixture ripped from the ceiling on the third floor of
Hamlin Hall.

Photo by CSS

Excessive amounts of garbage and damage found
in the hallway on the third floor of Murphy.

The Cubby pulls record profits Inn-ovations: JCU Dining
with new flavors and enthusiasm makes improvements
sophomore at the time, was appointed manager.
The goal was to create a venue
on campus with a different dining atmosphere than anything
else – one that emphasizes local,
organic and fair trade products.
According to Viggiano, the

Brian Bayer
Campus Editor

It’s 10:45 p.m. on a busy
Tuesday night. Students are
scrambling to complete papers
and study for finals. Tension is
high. But on one corner of campus, the atmosphere
is different. At The
Cubby, Alyse Viggiano and her team
of employees have
worked hard to make
this coffeehouse the
premiere late night
location on campus.
Last fall, Java
City, located between
the Inn Between and
the Schott Dining
Hall closed its doors
and reopened as The
Cubby. Viggiano, a Signature drinks at The Cubby.
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profits at The Cubby last year
were barely $200 per week. Over
the past year, it has seen unprecedented growth, with profits
expanding to over $200 per night
and an average of $2000 in sales
every week.
“I feel like we’re becoming
a part of the school,”
said Viggiano. She
also noted that it is
very exciting to have
regular patrons of the
coffee shop.
She credits much
of this success to the
growing menu and the
enthusiasm of both
the employees and the
student diners.
“We’ve introduced
new smoothies and
coffee drinks. We’ve

Photo by Austyn Jablonski
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Alyssa Giannirakis
Staff Reporter

Students are in for a treat when
they return to John Carroll after
Winter Break.
The Schott Dining Hall and Inn
Between are both undergoing some
changes that will certainly have students coming back for more.
Tyson Dubay, director of dining
services at JCU, was eager to talk
about the structural changes to the
cafeteria. The plan is to create another station, which will be located
directly across from where the ice
cream machines currently stand.
The new station will house all
desserts including brownies, cookies, whole fruit, and made-to-order
items that are currently offered at
the “Center Stage” station. It will
centralize all desserts, rather than
scatter them throughout the cafeteria
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as they are currently.
There will also be structural
changes made to the cafeteria. There
will be counters added to either side
of the ice cream machines that will
give more space to bowls, spoons,
and toppings.
Dubay also said that side of the
“International Station,” where the
new station will be located, is going
to be bumped out and angled. This
will make room for ovens and prep
space to be added within the station.
The desserts will now be baked
mainly where students will be able
to see and smell them.
Another minor addition to the cafeteria will be stainless steel cabinets
underneath the drink stations. Dubay
noted that the current cabinets have
water damage from the soda machines and the stainless steel will

Please see TWEEN, P.3
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JCU CSS, UHPD reach mutual aid agreement

Campus
Briefs

Emily Gaffney
Jennifer Holton
The Carroll News

Alumnus
pledges money
for scholarships
Frank Schilling, a member
of the JCU class of 1953,
and his wife, Helen, have
increased their pledge to the
University for undergraduate
scholarships. They recently
increased their pledge to $16
million, from the original
$10 million they promised
in 2004.
The announcement was
made at the 125th Anniversary
Gala by University President,
the Rev. Robert L. Niehoff,
S.J. on Dec. 2.
Three students with scholarships endowed by the Schillings currently attend JCU.
Eventually, 20 renewable
scholarships will be available. Recipients will also be
expected to contribute to the
fund after they graduate to
help other students.
Frank, originally from
Newark, Ohio, served in the
Korean War before having
a fruitful career at General
Electric.

Dean of CAS
honored by
Irish-American
newspaper

University Heights and John
Carroll University are now making
their partnership in safety, official.
University Heights City Council
unanimously passed a resolution
establishing a mutual aid agreement
between JCU’s Campus Safety
Services and the University Heights
Police Department.
University Heights Police Chief
Steve Hammett said the mutual
aid agreement allows CSS and the
police department to share police
services, while still maintaining
separate departments.
University Heights Mayor Susan

Infeld said, “This agreement allows
the University police force supplement the city police force. I think
it will make the streets safer for
everyone.”
JCU is allowed to patrol anywhere its Standard Operating Procedures allow. These areas include
JCU’s properties, the streets adjacent to their properties and properties of Gesu.
“Our goals were to put an agreement in place that would be a
foundation for a better working
relationship between University
Heights police and ourselves,” said
Director of Campus Safety Services
Tim Peppard. “I think we already
have a good working relationship,

but this formalizes it. It is something
we can grow with.”
The document, according to
Peppard, is a foundational one that
can aid the two forces in sharing
information, doing joint projects,
along with consultation and joint
training as well. This is the first
time a formal, written document has
gone through the city council on this
relationship.
“We believe this agreement
could enhance the efficiency of
both departments operationally,”
said Hammett.
The agreement is exclusive to
minor misdemeanors; other crimes
will be handled by UHPD.
Peppard said the agreement will

The Jesuit University in Cleveland

In celebration of John Carroll University’s 125 years of existence, The Carroll News will highlight John Carroll firsts. These
achievements outline the history of the University. They are our roots and are now pillars in our culture.

As the celebration of the 125th
anniversary of John Carroll ends,
it is important to take time to
reflect on how far the University
has come from the small building
on the west side of Cleveland,
founded in 1886. Reflection is also
one of the many promoted forms of
prayer in the Ignatian tradition of
spirituality. An active way to experience guided reflection is through
walking a labyrinth. A labyrinth is
a maze-like path, which is a metaphor for individual spiritual journey. However, unlike a maze, there

is only one path and no dead ends.
The person walking will always
reach the center, or metaphorically
the heart of their faith.
In 2000, the terrace in front of
Rodman Hall was completed. The
terrace includes a 42-foot diameter replica of the eleven circuit
labyrinth found at the Notre Dame
Cathedral at Chartres. When walking the path, it’s about 850 feet from
the center.
This form is popular because
of its division into four quadrants,
which can be viewed as symbolism

Get to know ...

of the cross. The center of the Rodman Terrace labyrinth is a circular
granite stone with the letters “IHS,”
the first three letters of the Greek
name of Jesus, bearing a cross and
enthroned above the moon and stars.
This is the seal of St. Ignatius, a
tribute to our Jesuit heritage. Around
the perimeter of the labyrinth are the
four letters “AMDG,” the motto of
the Jesuits: Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam, which means “for the greater
glory of God.”
When walking the labyrinth,
be reflective of your own personal

journey
of faith or
education,
but also reflect on the blessings that
have graced the John Carroll community these past 125 years.

From jcu.edu

– Compiled by John Jackson

JCU cross country coaches

Kyle Basista, assistant coach

Jeanne Colleran, dean of
JCU’s College of Arts and Sciences, was recently named to
the Irish Education 100 by the
Irish Voice newspaper. The list
features leading educational
figures of Irish decent across
the U.S.
She previously chaired
the English department and
led the University’s Summer
Institute in Peace and Conflict Resolution in Northern
Ireland. Colleran was named
dean of CAS last year.
Colleran is also the only
faculty member to win all
three major JCU awards: the
Culicchia Award for Teaching
Excellence in the College of
Arts and Sciences, the Curtis
Miles Award for Service, and
the Distinguished Faculty
Award.

not affect the presence of CSS on
campus.
“Our officers already patrol the
streets adjacent to campus, it’s just
that now, our authority used to be
restricted to our property,” Peppard
said. “I don’t see it in any way taking away our ability to serve our
campus. If anything, this is going
to make it easier for us to serve the
campus.”
The agreement will take effect
next month and will last for three
years.
According to Peppard the agreement is a positive for JCU and
University Heights.
Peppard said, “I don’t see a downside.”

Dara Ford, head coach

The JCU men’s cross country coaches – Basista (pictured left), Ford (pictured right) and assistant coach Elmore “Mo” Banton – were recently named
the OAC Co-Coaching Staff of the Year, sharing the honor with the coaches at Ohio Northern University. The award comes after a highly successful
season for the Blue Streaks, who finished third at the OAC Championships and eighth at the NCAA Great Lakes Regional Championships.
What is your favorite food?

What is your favorite food?

“Chick-Fil-A chicken nuggets.”

“Pizza or just in general, breakfast food. I
love eggs.”

What is your favorite part about
working in athletics?

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
“If you would have asked me two years
[ago], would I still be at JCU, I would have
said probably not. But I have really fallen
in love with the University, community and
certainly the student athletes. Dara and I are
lucky to have such great kids. They make this
job worthwhile. I wake up every morning excited to come into work and get to interact with the kids at practice.”
Is cross country your favorite sport? If not, then what is?
“As a coach and former athlete of both cross country and track it is
tough to pick one over the other. Usually I like whatever one is in
season, but if I absolutely had to choose it would probably be track.”

“The coaches are good people and I’ve been
lucky enough to work with my best friends.”
What are your hobbies?
Photo by Austyn Jablonski

“Winning. But seriously, I am a runner; but I
really enjoy reading, cooking, fishing
and hiking.”

What do you like best about JCU? About coaching?
“The track and cross country kids make my job an easy one to
come to every day. And I love the Jesuit atmosphere. I love to bring
out more in our athletes than they ever thought was possible.”

– Compiled by Shannon Parker and Lauren Lapoint

Campus Safety Log
November 30, 2011
At 8:07 a.m., physical plant workers reported eggs
smashed against the wall in the Campion Hall kitchen.

December 3, 2011
Student Affairs reported broken windows on the third floor
of Murphy Hall at 11:00 p.m.

December 1, 2011
A contractor reported at 4:16 p.m. that one of his car
windows had been smashed.

December 4, 2011
Student Affairs reported at 1:38 a.m. that a rock had been
thrown through the lobby window in Murphy Hall.

These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, located in the lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. For more information, contact x1615.
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Vandalism in residence halls may cost ‘Tween and cafeteria will see changes
From TWEEN, p. 1
students if culprits aren’t found
From DAMAGE, p. 1
recent because of Thanksgiving Break [and]
is still very much ongoing – [the cost will] be
dispersed through the entirety of Murphy,”
she said.
Brown also said all Murphy residents have
been notified via email and RAs will discuss it
again during upcoming floor meetings.
However, charging residents for damage to
their residence halls is not the first option the
Office of Residence Life wants to look at.
“Our ideal is to hold the individual who
did it, or individuals who did it, responsible,”
Brown said. “If we don’t have that information, we are all responsible for what happens
in our community. So we need to be aware and
either stop it, report it or get someone there
who can stop it.”
Senior Doug Morchak, who lives on the
third floor of Hamlin Hall, is not happy he
has to pay for the vandalism someone else
caused.
“Two weeks in a row there were numerous
ceiling tiles knocked down, in addition to an
exit sign ripped down the one weekend exposing wires that run through the ceilings of third
floor Hamlin,” Morchak said via email.
He said Res Life never specifically told
him what he would have to pay, but his RA
explained the floor would be charged $40-$50
per person if the responsible party or parties
weren’t found.
“I’m refusing to pay for it,” Morchak said.
“If John Carroll withholds me from classes,
graduation, etc., that shows the true colors of
the University. Men and women for others?
Give me a break.”
Brown said that the residence halls serve
as students’ home away from home. Students
want to live in an environment that is respected and taken care of, and live with others who
feel the same way.
“I always liken it to if you’re at your parents’ house; you’re not going to trash their
house,” Brown said. “And this is the same
thing – you’re at home here. This is the place
where people are coming home, and they
want to be able to sleep, study, and hang out
with their friends in an environment that is
conducive to all three of those.”
Living in the residence halls in also a learn-

ing experience, she said.
“You’re learning lots of amazing things
in your classes, but you’re also – for many
people – living on your own for your first
time and learning how to navigate that level
of independence that you haven’t had before,”
Brown said. “Part of that is being a responsible
member of the community and taking care of
your surroundings.”
Living in community with other students
in a residence hall is a privilege, Brown explained. Not only are residents responsible
for their own actions, but also those of other
residents in their community.
“We want to hold those who are accountable accountable, but the reality of the situation is that when you live in community, the
actions you take impact others,” Brown said.
“And so, when we have damage that needs to
be fixed, we’ll first look for the person who
has done it and that’s why we try to involve
the community in that process.”
Morchak does not understand the logic
behind Res Life’s policy.
“Even though it’s in the contract, how
can you be responsible for all of the others
on our floor? I can’t even be responsible for
my roommate’s behavior, who I live with, let
alone the others on the floor,” he said. “You
can’t control the actions of others. School
is too stressful to have to worry about other
morons who have all the time in the world to
rip down ceiling tiles. If John Carroll is so
concerned about upholding the integrity of its
residence halls, then invest in some security
cameras, or get tighter on security and have
CSS walk through the halls.”
Students who wish to report information
related to vandalism in residence halls may
contact their area coordinator or the CSS
anonymous tipline. Those responsible for
vandalism will likely face restitution – paying
for the damage they caused – and go through
the student conduct process.
“Part of being a responsible community
member is not being a bystander. It’s sharing
information, it’s talking – even if you perhaps
weren’t home when something happened –
with the people who were there,” Brown said.
“It’s that positive pressure of, ‘I don’t want
to be paying for the poor decision-making of
someone else, so who knows what happened
here?’”

Photo from CSS

The crash bar on this door in Murphy Hall was broken off during the evening of
Nov. 16. The cost for a new crash bar and emergency repair was $1,500.

8

be more durable and appealing to the eye.
The final change to the cafeteria will be an
expanded deli section. The current station is
often cramped and the plan is to remodel it for
greater accessibly and assortment of food.
“There will be a little more of an option to
make a sandwich with, possible red peppers or
olives,” said Dubay. The staff plans to rotate
in/out a variety of specialty toppings.
Senior Jill Habursky is looking forward
to seeing the renovations when she gets back
to campus.
“I’m excited to see what additions they
are making to the cafeteria so that I can
enjoy it during my last semester at Carroll,”
Habursky said.
The cafeteria isn’t the only on-campus dining option that is making changes over Winter
Break; the Inn Between will be implementing
a new service and Dubay thinks students are
going to love it. The Inn Between will be
starting a service that will allow students to
call in their order and an employee will let
them know what time they should come to
pick it up. The payment would even be over

the phone.
Dubay said, “All you need to tell us is
your name and your Carroll Card number.”
Although the call ahead program will only allow students to use their plus points or Carroll
Cash, Dubay hopes that in the future they can
work out alternative payment options.
The Inn Between will also be adding a
make-your-own salad station, which will offer
a healthier option for students.
As most students know, the Inn Between
can have some long lines, but Dubay hopes
this program will make getting hot, fresh
meals a lot easier.
Dubay said that the first two weeks of the
semester are always the busiest for the Inn
Between because students have the most plus
points on their cards. This program is the first
step towards making the Inn Between more
accessible for students. He hopes that in the
future, the Inn Between would be able to add
a delivery service, but for now the students
will just have to call ahead.
Aramark, who manages JCU Dining,
hopes to have all of the additions to the cafeteria and the Inn Between completed by the
time students return to campus in January.

The Cubby increases in popularity, profits
From CUBBY, p. 1
implemented cookies that are made from
scratch – it’s something you can’t get in the
cafeteria,” she said.
In addition to new menu items, prices have
actually decreased for the smoothies, from $5
last year to $3.99 this year. Other prices are
generally equivalent to prices the students
might find at Einstein Bros. Bagels.
Viggiano has successfully implemented a
menu that utilizes mainly fair trade, organic
and local products as well.
“All of our coffees are fair trade, the syrups are all organic, and now all of our cookies
and muffins are local. Smoothies are made
with real fruit, yogurt and juice, not from a
mix,” she said.
This side of The Cubby aligns with the
social justice goals of the University and promotes a more equal global workplace.
“We’re not only serving people coffee
– we’re serving farmers in third world countries,” she said.
While some of the products are from Sysco
and the cafeteria, the primary retailer for The
Cubby is Equal Exchange, an international
company that focuses on organic and fair
trade products.
While more students filled the coffee shop,
deciding which latte or smoothie to order,
Viggiano said that The Cubby would not have
become as successful as it has if she did not
have the support of her four employees: Sara
Schoonmaker, Brittany Grist, Jim Riter and
Katherine Spillman.
“The employees care about what we’re
making, they care about what we’re doing,”
she said. “They are all students so [the business] is very friend-based.”
Grist confirmed that Viggiano is a good
manager.
“She’s very good to work for,” said Grist.

“The partnership between workers is about
50/50.”
This year, The Cubby is featuring some
Christmas flavors to help bring in the yuletide
season at JCU.
The new beverages include a Raging
Rudolph (with raspberry and white or dark
chocolate latte), the Peppermint Patty (with
peppermint and dark chocolate latte or hot
chocolate) and the John Carroll-er (with chai
tea, white chocolate and hazelnut steamer).
For the Harry Potter fans, Viggiano has concocted a nonalcoholic version of butterbeer.
She will also introduce gingerbread cookies
to her already popular selection of chocolate
chip cookies and muffins.
“The peppermint patty tastes like a candy
cane soaked in coffee soaked in chocolate.
It’s sort of a religious experience,” said junior
Maggie McPhee.
Other students agree.
“Sometimes I don’t know what I want and
she [Alyse] will make it for me,” said junior
Sara Abbott.
Looking forward, Viggiano is excited to
see The Cubby continue to expand business
and become a permanent part of JCU.
“I’m trying to figure out how The Cubby
will be a part of John Carroll’s history and live
on forever,” she said.
Many students feel that it has already
become a hot spot on campus.
As more people lined up to place their
orders, senior Steven Dezort said, “I think
it’s becoming the new hangout spot at John
Carroll.”
Senior Abby Curtin added, “It’s my favorite study break spot.”
Next semester, students will be able to
follow The Cubby on Facebook and Twitter,
and Viggiano is looking forward to introducing many new specials.
And that’s the way the cookie crumbles.

Campus Calendar : Dec. 8 - Dec. 14
Thursday

Feast of the
Immaculate
Conception (a holy
day of obligation for
Catholics) – Mass
at 12:05 and 5:05
p.m. in St. Francis
Chapel.

9

Friday

Hypnotist Sailesh
will perform at
9 p.m. in the
Marinello Little
Theatre.

10

Saturday

Christmas Carroll
Eve: Concert
at 7:30 p.m. in
Kulas Auditorium,
brunch in Schott
Dining Hall
follows 11 p.m.
Gesu Mass.

11

Sunday

Mass, including
“blessing of the
brains” at 6 p.m. in
St. Francis Chapel.
No 10 p.m. Mass
today.

12

Monday

13

Tuesday

14

Wednesday

Finals Week.
The Carroll News wishes everyone a happy and
safe Winter Break. See you next semester!
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Reach for the skies

‘Skyward Sword’ impresses with great art style and motion controls
VIDEO GAME REVIEW

“The Legend of
Zelda: Skyward
Sword”

Ben DeVictor
Diversions Editor

When the Nintendo Wii was
released in 2006, it promised a
revolution in gaming. Motion controls were the future, and would
give the player complete control of
their in-game actions. Yet, for the
most part, the Wii was littered with
lazy, gimmicky games that tacked
on “waggle” controls in ineffective
and often annoying ways.
If the Wii had launched with
“The Legend of Zelda: Skyward
Sword,” things may have been
different. Not only does the game
finally deliver on the promise of
incredible motion controls, but it is
one of the greatest, most satisfying
games of all time.
The story is pretty much what
one would expect from a “Zelda”
game. Zelda is in trouble, and the
heroic Link must save her from the
clutches of some evil entity through
completing dungeons and battling

bosses. But with “Skyward Sword,”
the developers have tinkered with
the classic “Zelda” formula. Having
to deal with the limited power of the
Wii, Nintendo has decided to opt out
of a huge open-world area similar to
“The Wind Waker” and “Twilight
Princess” this time around. Instead,
Link travels through the sky on a
giant bird called a Loftwing, and
can descend down to any of the
three areas available: a forest, a
desert and a volcano. The result is
a tightened, much more streamlined
experience.
Gone are overlong fetch quests
between each dungeon. Nintendo
has instead combined the dungeon
experience with the levels before
and after them. This may be a disappointment to those who love the
sense of open-world exploration and
discovery, but the areas in “Skyward
Sword” are still gigantic, and an
open world would have been more
of the same.
In terms of graphics, the game
is absolutely gorgeous. The art style
perfectly combines the cartoonish
charm of “The Wind Waker” and the
mature sophistication of “Twilight
Princess” into what is the perfect
look for the series. The game uses
a filter that makes far away objects
and landscapes look like a breathtaking watercolor painting. Character
models are all masterfully designed
and unforgettable, especially the
creepy new villain, Ghirahim. The

game is visually
a joy.
The real
game-changer
though, is the
game’s perfect
implementation of motion
controls. The
Wiimote acts as
Link’s sword,
and the control
is more accurate and precise
than any Wii
game before it.
Most importantly, it feels
Photos from zeldauniverse.net
natural. This Bosses not only react to Link’s sword movements, but can also anticipate them.
has changed the
way the series deals with combat. ably fun it is. The other motion for the player. Zelda is absolutely
You can’t simply engage an enemy gameplay is fantastic as well. Tilt- adorable as Link’s childhood crush,
and proceed to button mash or swing ing the Wiimote to control your and the members of the vast supthe controller wildly. If you do so, Loftwing is easy and engaging, as porting cast all have personalities
you will be destroyed in the game. well as aiming with the Wiimote. of their own.
Every enemy requires a differ- It all adds to a sense of immersion
Whether they be singing dragent strategy from the player, and rarely seen in games today.
ons, treasure hunting moles or pirate
whacking a goblin in the face has
The only things that can possibly robots, you can tell the amount of
never felt so satisfying. This feeling outshine the motion controls are the love that was put into each characis exemplified in the boss battles. characters themselves. Character ter; in each little line of dialogue.
The sword gameplay enacts a very development has never been a staple
“Skyward Sword” is the model
“mano-a-mano” feel to these fights. of the “Zelda” series, but this time for the ideal video game. It looks
There were times I found myself the characters and their relationships beautiful, it’s loaded with content,
getting so riled up during certain are fully realized. By the end of and it’s a blast to play. It’s one of
boss fights that I stood up and “Skyward Sword,” you will genu- the most charming and stellar games
shouted “bring it!”
of the year.
inely care about the characters.
The fact that this game can proMost of all, it is, like every
This version of Link could be the
voke this behavior from a grown best of the series. He feels like a real “Zelda” game before it: an instant
man[child] speaks to how undeni- person this time, rather than a vessel classic.

Simon Pegg: from cult star to action hero

The British comedian talks to The CN about ‘The Adventures of Tintin’ and ‘Mission: Impossible 4’

The Carroll News: Can you
tell us a little bit about what your
motion capture experience was on
“The Adventures of Tintin?”

Simon Pegg: It was very new
for everybody, even Steven Spielberg because it was his first motion
capture film. I think we were all
on our first day of school to some
degree and it was interesting that
every day we were making new discoveries about the technology and
about how to perform within it.
It’s different from live action
shooting in that you don't have
Photo from Paramount Pictures and WETA Productions Ltd.
your real, live sort of props and Pegg as Inspector Thompson in “Tintin,” above, and as Benji in “MI:4,”
costumes. You’re working in a very below.
imagined environment. But you are
CN: “Tintin” is such a beloved France. [Also, it] certainly reached
still acting with other actors and series across the world. What was the shores of the U.K. when I was
moving around, so it’s different it like being part of such a beloved a kid, as I remember it very clearly
from just doing a voice over. It’s story?
being a sort of a “Saturday morning
very much a new art form.
serial cartoon.”
It was great fun to feel like
SP: I think we all realized what
Every day we had the whole
we were breaking new ground. I we were taking on with “Tintin.” It’s studio lined with pictures from
know that Steven [Spielberg] was a beloved story in Europe. It comes Herge’s works so we always had the
extremely inspired and energized from Belgium and was made in characters in mind.
by the process.

CN: You’ve done a lot
of work with Nick Frost and
Edgar Wright in the past. Are
there any current projects that
you all are working on?

CN: Your role in “Mission: Impossible – Ghost Protocol” is quite a
bit different from your typical roles.
What did you have to do differently
to prepare for it?

SP: Yes, Edgar and I are
just writing the third film in
a series that started with the
“Shaun of the Dead” and
“Hot Fuzz,” and Nick will
be a big part of that. It’s currently entitled “Worlds End”
and we're very excited about
it. I feel like those guys are
my, you know, they're my
homies and that’s what I’d
like to go back to.

SP: At the time of “MI:3,” Benji
worked in the research and development department. But since then
he’s gone out and taken the field
exam and is now sort of working
out in the big wide world as an IMF
agent. I just thought that was a great
idea to see a guy who used to sitting around in the lab coat poking
hard drives to actually be out there
kicking ass. So the draw of it was
just enormous. Also, anytime J.J.
[Abrams] calls me I’m like, “What
do you want? Where do you need
me?” I always know it’s going to
be a fun job no matter what it is.
But in terms of research, I went
undercover in Moscow for several
weeks and cracked a ring of nuclear
terrorists.
-Interview by Ben DeVictor

Entertainment Calendar
Check out what’s happening in Cleveland and campus this week!

12.8

12.9

12.10

The House of Blues
9 p.m.
no charge/cover

Beachland Ballroom
8 p.m.
$5

Tremont
6 p.m.-1 a.m.
no charge/cover

Karaoke Thursday

8th Annual Holiday Get Down

Tremont BrewHaHa BrewHop

12.11

Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat

Beck Center for the Arts
2:30 p.m.
$28

12.12

Holiday Beer Dinner

Grovewood Tavern
6:30 p.m.
$42
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The dreaded finals week roles around twice a year, but this time be prepared with helpful tips
Helen Cestra
Staff Writer

Procrastination. Caffeine. Anxiety. The
Grasselli Library. That is life around campus
right now.
For most students, those words resonate
heavily with them this week as they embark
on the dreaded “Finals Week.” From Dec.
12 until Dec. 16, students will be deep into
their studies, but there are a few things they
can do to relieve some of the stress and be
prepared.
First, do not panic. Panic will only cause
more chaos. Experts suggest organization to
keep panic out of your life. Know what has to
get done and make a plan for when and how
to complete everything.
Try an alternate study place if the usual
spots are busy or distracting. The Dolan Reading Room or any empty classroom are good
alternate locations.
The Grasselli Library starts its Finals
Week hours Saturday, Dec. 10 from 10 a.m
to midnight, Sunday from 11 a.m to 2 a.m and
Monday-Thursday 7:30 a.m to 2 a.m.
Students should also try to stay healthy
this week. Eating healthy and sleeping well
will make finals easier to deal with. Losing

sleep will result in a loss of focus and it
will be more difficult to retain as much
information, making it harder to stay
awake during exams.
According to Jan Krevh, director of
the JCU Health Center, “During finals
sleep is a low priority, but very much
needed. A power nap of 20 minutes
(not much longer) will re-energize.
One should still aim for six or seven
hours of sleep for optimum test performance.”
Also try to exercise this week. Go
for a light walk or fit in time to go to
the gym. This will keep energy up and allow
for a better night of sleep.
Finals Week can be an excuse for late night
fast food runs or dinner from a vending machine, but eating unhealthy foods will not give
the body and brain the nutrients they need.
Students may need some coffee to get them
through the day, but do not drink in excess or
chug too many Red Bulls because sleep may
never come that night.
In fact, Krevh said there is a healthier option to stay focused.
“An apple is actually more beneficial than
caffeine to help stay focused. The crunch of

Photo from exposurecreativity.com

biting into an apple and the vitamins from
the skin are released slowly, making you feel
more awake. The natural glucose found in
the apple sustains your energy, preventing
the ‘crash’ or mood swings that you feel with
caffeine found in coffee or energy drinks.”
Although, it is important to study and
complete work, a break is always necessary.
Students should schedule in small study
breaks that will allow them to refresh. These
breaks will allow students to study more effectively.
“When I feel super overwhelmed, I just
need a break to calm down and get back
on track. I think it is important for students

to know it is okay to take a breather,” said
sophomore Erinn O’Rourke.
Krevh agreed.
“Stretching and moving after about two
hours of studying is a must,” she said.
The John Carroll Health Center sponsors
free massages in the LSC Atrium on Wednesday nights from 8 to 10 p.m. Not only will that
give you a much needed break, but it will also
be helping students’ health.
Ask for help. Students sometimes forget
about all the great resources that are here for
them. All professors have office hours which
students can utilize. Departments also have
student tutors who are willing to help.
The Writing Center located in O’Malley
207, offers students free consulting by trained
assistants to help them with papers or assignments. Make an appointment by calling
216-397-4529 or emailing writingcenter@
jcu.edu.
Senior Lindsay Derda, who works for The
Writing Center, encouraged students to use the
Center for help on papers.
“Students do not realize how much we can
help them improve their papers,” she said.
“We are trained to consult with students on
how to edit and develop them.”

John Carroll students share their New Year’s resolutions

It’s almost that time of the year again where people make promises to themselves that they rarely keep: New Year’s resolutions. With the movie “New Years Eve,” starring Zac Efron,
Sarah Jessica Parker, Robert De Niro and Halle Berry, coming out this holiday season, The Carroll News asked JCU students what their resolutions are. Email your New Years resolution to jcunews@gmail.com or drop it off at The Carroll News office. The best resolution will receive a small promotions package including a T-shirt and other various items. Contest
ends on Friday, Dec. 9 at 11 a.m. -Compiled by Mitch Quataert
Sophomore Matt Burke:
Senior Maria Westcott:
Have a better year than 2011.
The Carroll News Staff:
To attend church more
#HappyNewYear
often.
Freshman
David
Brill:
Sports Editor Zach Mentz:
To get jacked in
Freshman Drew
To be more like
Corbo.
Kostiuk:
Bob Seeholzer.
#HappyNewYear
To work out
Editor in Chief Emily Gaffney:
every single day
To not sweat the small stuff.
and
maintain my
Campus Editor Dan Cooney:
G.P.A.
To be more organized.
Diversions Editor Ben DeVictor:
Sophomore Joel Baker:
Rec. Desk Supervisor Vern Hall: To
Be more like “The Cooooon.”
To
lose
25
pounds.
stay healthy and be
Managing Editor Jenn Holton:
thankful.
To go tanning for 12 minutes
Freshman Meghan Ellrich:
every day.
Alumnus J.J. Kuczynski:
Go to the gym twice a
Arts & Life Editor Claire Olderman:
Seek to learn something unique
week.
Junior Sarah Sciviat:
To find a positive in
about someone on a daily basis.
Junior Ben Rossi: To gain 5
To be more
everything that happens.
pounds.
compassionate
Photo Editor Taylor Horen:
Sophomore Mike Moccia:
towards others.
I want to learn patience.
Sophomore Bence Toth:
To quit smoking.
Campus Editor Brian Bayer:
To become a better-known
To live with gratitude,
DJ on campus.
Senior Brian Pestotnik:
humility and love.
To find a real job.
Editorial & Op/Ed Editor Kaitlin Gill:
To go with the flow
Junior Rich Mazzola:
Sophomore Luke
Editorial & Op/Ed Editor Nick Wojtasik:
To live in the moment with
Walkow:
To live a more rounded life.
friends and family. Develop
Sophomore Chris
Go
to the
World News Editor Mike Reiser:
a strut.
Thomas:
library more
To be the Republican
To skip
often.
candidate.
Senior Mark Ehrbar:
class less.
Business Manager Gloria Suma:
To become a vegetarian.
To procrastinate less.

Pick-Up Line
of the week
“Please do not be alarmed if a big man wearing
a red suit picks you up and throws you into a bag.
Because I asked for you for Christmas.”
Have a pick-up line you’d like to share with us? E-mail it to colderman12@jcu.edu.

Celebrity Tweet of the Week
This section is dedicated to honor those Twitter-happy celebrities
who drop us a line or two of wisdom and humor. If there is a celeb
tweet you find worthy, e-mail it to colderman12@jcu.edu!

Tiger Woods is feeling pretty good about
birdieing his final two holes at the Chevron World Challenge for the victory.

“Birdie, birdie feels pretty damn good.
Fans made it better than great.”

Sports
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Men’s basketball defeats Capital University in OAC opener
Blue Streaks have now won four straight games, improve to 4-1 overall
Spencer German

Senior Corey Shontz (above) recorded 16 points on 6-11 shooting
on Saturday in JCU’s 75-64 win over Capital University.
scoring with a breakaway, two- first lead since the beginning of the
handed dunk to put JCU up 28-27 game, 38-37.
After the Blue Streaks began
Capital would respond, however,
by hitting a few shots of their own, falling behind once again, it was the
play of senior Patrick Sweeney that
closing out the half up 31-28.
Right out of the gates following sparked the Blue Streaks offense.
halftime, John Carroll looked to get With 9:20 left in the game, Sweeney
something going offensively but was able to snag two back-to-back
Capital’s strong defense allowed steals that he took to the hoop for
two easy layups, giving John Carroll
them hold onto a slim lead.
JCU needed someone to step a 50-47 lead.
A third steal by Sweeney out of a
up, and it was Chahine again who
answered the call, hitting a three- Capital timeout resulted in another
pointer with 13:40 to go in the bucket for the Blue Streaks, putting
game, giving the Blue Streaks their JCU up by eight points, their largest

lead of the game.
Shontz began to seal the victory
for his team when he hit a clutch
three pointer with 2:50 to go in the
game giving JCU a 65-60 lead. John
Carroll then began to slowly put the
game away following two technical
fouls, one which resulted in the ejection of Capital’s head coach, Damon
Goodwin.
From there, the Blue Streaks hit
the always important closing free
throws, clinching the home win for
JCU by a score of 75-64. In the end,
the score failed to indicate how well
the Crusaders played on their trip to
University Heights.
Shontz, who shot 6 for 11 from
the floor, was the leading scorer for
JCU on the day as he recorded 16
points while fellow senior Mark
Hester finished with 11 points on
the day.
"It was our first game at home
and we wanted to set the tone,” said
Hester after the game. “Winning this
game means a lot.”
The Blue Streaks (4-1, 1-0 OAC)
now will now take to road as they
travel to Ada, Ohio to take on the
4-1 Ohio Northern University
Polar Bears on Saturday, Dec. 10,
in pursuit of another important
Ohio Athletic Conference victory.

confiding in their own strength, the
Blue Streaks knew that although
the Bulls would certainly not be an
easy opponent, they can hang with
any team in the nation.
From there, the Blue Streaks’
skaters pulled off the upset over the
University of Buffalo Bulls, defeating the favored team by a score of
3-1. Sophomore Jarret Snider, freshman Joe McAuliffe and senior Geoff
Abrahams scored the three goals
for the Blue Streaks on the night.
Sophomore Dan Potter contributed
with two assists in the game, wrapping up a total team effort from JCU
to pick up the win.
The following day on Saturday,
Dec. 3, the Blue Streaks were set
to take on the 12th-ranked SUNY
Canton Roos in a rematch from a
contest that took place earlier this
season.
In the first round of the Terry
Martin Alumni Classic, a tourna-

ment hosted by SUNY Canton, on
Nov. 18, the Blue Streaks and Roos
squared off in a physical contest
between two talented rosters. JCU
couldn’t hang with SUNY Canton
for all three periods, dropping the
game to the host Roos by a final
score of 5-2.
With revenge on their mind, the
Blue Streaks came into the rematch
with added motivation as they attempted to pull off yet another upset
to add to the win over the University
of Buffalo Bulls.
With 8:35 remaining in the opening period, SUNY Canton skater
Darren Camp found the back of the
net for the Roos, giving his team
the early 1-0 lead. However, Blue
Streaks freshman Tyler Rhodes
responded with an unassisted power
play goal of his own, netting the
goal with 1:22 remaining in the
second period.
Heading into the third period

with the score tied at one, the Blue
Streaks continued to battle but
late penalty calls against JCU ultimately caused added opportunities
for the Roos as they scored three
unanswered goals in the period
and defeated the Blue Streaks by a
score of 4-1.
“We’re definitely headed in the
right direction,” said head coach
Chris Wilk. “We need to get healthy
and keep improving. Some guys
have stepped up to fill spots, but
we need everyone to contribute in
order to be successful.”
With an overall record of 11-9
on the season, JCU will look to
improve upon that mark this upcoming weekend with two games
against the rival Youngstown State
Penguins. The Blue Streaks will
play at Youngstown State on Friday,
Dec. 9 before playing host to the
Penguins on Saturday, Dec. 10 at
Gilmour Academy.

signs of life for this team. Freshman
Terner Gott captured the crown for
the 157-pound weight class, going
4-0 on the weekend. Gott began his
college career with five consecutive
victories.
Senior Jim Nemunaitis, freshman Paul Dunneback, senior Sean
Gill and junior Connor Suba all
placed in the top five for the Blue
Streaks as well.
In their annual exhibition match
with Cleveland State, John Carroll
held its own. Despite a rough start
(losing its first six matches of the
night), coach Volkmann’s team responded well with wins in the 174,
184 and 197-pound weight classes.
Unfortunately, the Blue Streaks lost
the match 29-9.

In their most recent showing on
the mat, the Blue Streaks captured
the 2011 Rochester Institute of
Technology title for the first time
since 2004, placing first out of nine
teams.
The Blue Streaks finished with
four individual championships and
a number of top five finishers as they
racked up 159.5 points.
Freshman Jeff Holy pinned
top-seeded Rory Bruce (RIT) in a
mere 3:29 to claim the 125 pound
championship. Terner Gott claimed
the title in the 157-pound weight
class, as he continues to impress as
a first-year wrestler.
Senior Sean Gill took the crown
in the 165-pound weight class with
four consecutive victories.

Sophomore Todd Gaydosh continued his outstanding season,
taking the win at the 174-pound
weight class.
Gott, Gill and Gaydosh were
all the top seeds in their respective
weight classes.
After earning a 1-1 record in
duel meets so far this year, the Blue
Streaks earned some well-deserved
time off. The next time JCU will
take to the mats will be New Years
weekend when they travel to Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. for the Florida
Citrus Open Tournament. The Blue
Streaks will start Ohio Athletic
Conference competition in the 2012
calendar year, when they travel to
Tiffin to battle Heidelberg University on Jan. 10.

Staff Writer

Zach Mentz
Sports Editor

Welcome back, NBA

We missed you. When I say we,
I’m referring to the millions of dedicated NBA fans that support their
respective teams, day in and day
out, no matter the circumstances.
We, the fans, were the ones who
suffered the most during the NBA
lockout. Not the players, or the owners, but instead it was us, the fans.
Does this sound familiar? That’s
because it is. I wrote a column on
Sept. 8 that welcomed back the NFL
following their lengthy lockout.
In fact, the first paragraph of this
column was the exact same as the
first paragraph of that NFL Lockout
column, except I replaced “NFL”
with “NBA” this time around.
Having already endured one
professional sports lockout with
the NFL, I wasn’t ready to watch
the NBA fall apart due to their
own lengthy and very public lockout. However, I’m going to let
bygones be bygones and forget
the past. The only thing I know
right now is this: the NBA is
back and I couldn’t be happier.
Unless you were on a different
planet last winter, you’re probably
aware that the 2010-11 NBA season
was arguably the most popular, most
talked about and most enticing season the NBA has ever seen. So when
the NBA lockout began on July 1,
just days after the 2011 NBA Finals
ended, I was concerned. The NBA
lockout was a roller coaster of its
own, as there were numerous signs
of progress being made while there
were also numerous indications
and assumptions that we wouldn’t
have any NBA action this winter.
Regardless, I’m just ecstatic
to be able to confidently say the
NBA lockout is over. While it
isn’t official yet, as both the NBA
and the NBA Players Association
still have to vote on a deal, it is
widely assumed that both sides
will absolutely vote yes on a new
collective bargaining agreement.
I don’t know about you, but the
NBA lockout ending was the best
Christmas gift I’ve ever received.
This is the first year I’m actually looking forward to something
on Christmas Day more so than
opening presents under the tree:
watching NBA action all day long.
With Christmas Day being the
new “opening day” for the 201112 NBA season this year, I can
promise you I will be glued to
my television for the entirety of
Christmas day this year to take
in all of the basketball action.
Celtics at Knicks? Heat at Mavericks? Bulls at Lakers? Magic at
Thunder? Clippers at Warriors?
Yeah, mark me down for watching
all of those games on Christmas
Day. Well, except for the Warriors
at Clippers game. Either way, all
is finally right the world of sports
once again. The NBA is back once
again, ensuring that this will definitely be the best Christmas ever.

John Carroll University men’s
basketball came back to University
Heights as the Capital University
Crusaders traveled to the Tony Decarlo Varsity Center on Saturday,
Dec. 3 to take on the John Carroll
University Blue Streaks in their first
home game of the 2011-12 season.
Aggressive defense was the
strategy for both of these Ohio
Athletic Conference teams right
from the game tipoff. John Carroll
was able to jump out to an early 5-0
lead only to see the Crusaders rally
back with seven unanswered points
of their own.
With 10 minutes to go in the first
half, the score only stood at 13-10
in favor of Capital when JCU senior
Corey Shontz hit the team’s first
three pointer of the day, tying the
game up at 13. Later in the half, it
was sophomore Jeff Chahine who
came up big, hitting a three of his
own to bring the Blue Streaks within
three points of the Crusaders, 26-23.
As the half began to come to a close,
John Carroll continued to struggle
offensively against a stout Capital
defense before senior Mark Hester
gave his team’s offense some life,
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Hockey splits weekend in New York at the ‘Blizzard In Buffalo’
Zach Mentz
Sports Editor

This past weekend, the John
Carroll University club hockey
team took to the road once again
as they traveled to Buffalo, N.Y. to
compete in the “Blizzard In Buffalo” tournament hosted at the Pepsi
Center. Coming into the weekend
with an overall record of 10-8,
the Blue Streaks knew they would
have to step up their game as they
played two very talented and tough
opponents in a tournament full of
competitive teams.
On Friday, Dec. 2, the Blue
Streaks squared off against the University of Buffalo Bulls in their first
game of the tournament. The Bulls
came into the tournament ranked
17th in the nation in club division
one hockey, proving that they
would be a difficult opponent for
the Blue Streaks to handle. While

Youth leads Blue Streaks to strong start on the mats
Brendan Gulick

Assistant Sports Editor

The beginning of the 2011-2012
wrestling season couldn’t have
started much better for the Blue
and Gold. Thanks to four forfeit
victories and pins at 149 by sophomore Ken Locsei and at 197 by
senior Drew Place, the Blue Streaks
throttled Case Western Reserve University, 47-3. The Blue Streaks took
it to their cross-Cleveland rivals last
year, 32-13, to extend their reign
over the Spartans on the mat.
After opening the season with
a win, JCU headed to Erie, Pa. for
the Mercyhurst Invitational. Over
the years, the Blue Streaks have not
Follow @ZachMentz on Twitter or wrestled well at Mercyhurst, but the
email him at zmentz14@jcu.edu young season has continued to show

Sports
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Women’s basketball drops OAC opener on the road to Capital
Howard Regal
John Juby
Staff Writers

The John Carroll University
women’s basketball team dropped
its Ohio Athletic Conference opener
last Saturday, losing 71-39 to the
Crusaders of Capital University.
The Crusaders (5-2, 1-1 OAC)
jumped on the Blue Streaks (3-3,
0-1 OAC) early, putting together
a 20-2 run within the first seven
minutes of action. The combination
of a suffocating zone defense and
a 75 percent first-half three-point
shooting percentage pushed the
Crusaders ahead. Capital went into
the half with a 35-15 lead off 15-33
shooting (45.5 percent), and limited
the Blue Streaks to only five firsthalf field goals.
Capital would then extend their
lead to 30 within the first seven
minutes of the second half, putting
together a 15-5 scoring run. Crisp
cuts in and out of the key along
with swift ball movement around
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The Blue Streaks couldn’t click offensively, losing to the host
Capital Crusaders by a score of 71-39.
the perimeter led to many open
looks underneath the basket for the
Crusaders.
Capital eventually extended tis
lead to a game-high 40 points with
seven minutes remaining, until
eventually finishing the game with
71 points off 28-66 shooting (42.4
percent).
Capital’s stymie defense held the
Blue and Gold to only 39 points off

13-56 shooting from the floor (21.7
percent). John Carroll’s top leading
scorers sophomore Missy Spahar
and senior Emilee Ritchie were
only held to 10 points combined
as a result of Capital’s classic shutdown defense.
Coming into Saturday’s contest,
the two combined for a total of 34
points per game. This also marks
the first time this season in which

7

Spahar did not record double digits
in the scoring column.
“We simply didn’t handle the
double team out of the zone [defense],” said Blue Streaks head
coach Kristie Maravalli. “We were
prepared for it at practice and
through film, but had no execution
of the offense.”
Leading the charge for the Crusaders was senior post-player Shalena Hawkins and sophomore forward
Jamie Caton, who both finished the
ballgame with 16 points. Senior Hilary Kuhns also added 11 points.
Collectively, Capital play fantastic on defense, forcing 22 turnovers
and eight steals thanks to their
double-team trap.
“They [Capital] did a really good
job of guarding our three-point
threats,” said sophomore pointguard Allie Lustig. “Unfortunately
we couldn’t hit our shots today.”
The Blue and Gold were led
offensively by sophomores Missy
Spahar and Hilary Liwosz both
contributing seven points. Fresh-

man Beth Switzler had six points
off the bench for the Blue Streaks,
while freshmen Ashley Bastock,
Tori Krantz, and Val Gillombardo
made their JCU debuts late in the
second half. Bastock and Krantz
contributed two points a piece to
the cause, their first career points
as Blue Streaks.
The Blue Streaks will look to
distance the Capital game from
their memory beginning with a
two-game homestand that began
yesterday Dec. 7 against defending
Ohio Athletic Conference champion
Mount Union.
The homestand will conclude
Saturday Dec. 10 when the Blue
and Gold take on Ohio Northern
at 3 p.m. inside the Tony DeCarlo
Varsity Center.
“One game [Capital game] never
defines a team, good or bad,” said
Maravalli. “However, after our
performance on Saturday, we [the
Blue Streaks] cannot get on the
court soon enough to redeem that
performance.”

JCU traveled to Wilmington and
defeated the Wilmington College
Quakers 134-71.
The women were able to capture
6 of 11 first place finishes in the
events on Friday and 9 out of the
11 on Saturday.
At Notre Dame, Maggie Donoghue and Rachel Mizner took first
and second respectively in the 200yard freestyle. Julia Adams wanted
her chance to win, and she did in
the 200-yard IM and the 100-yard
backstroke.
Donoghue would again capture
another first place victory, this time
in the 500-yard freestyle cutting her
initial time of 5:32.35 to 5:31.99.
More work was to be done the
following day at Wilmington.
Starting the day off right, John
Carroll’s Relay A team notched

11 points: Julia Adams, Sara
Knezevich, Karyn Adams, and Tori
Watson. A first place finish from
Rachael Libertin in the 800-meter
freestyle kept the points coming for
the Blue Streaks.
The Adams sisters struck again
when Julia captured the title in the
200-meter freestyle, and Karyn took
first in the 50-meter freestyle.
The powerhouse sisters continued to dominate. First place in the
100-meter backstroke went to Karyn
Adams. Krauth added extra points
with a second place finish.
Concluding the last event for
the women were Libertin, Mizner,
Katie Sheffield, and Donoghue
who placed first in the 200-meter
freestyle relay.
Next up for the Blue Streaks is
Oberlin College on Jan. 20.

Men’s and women’s swimming and diving weekend round-up
Dana Funyak
Staff Writer

Men’s Swimming & Diving
After a close win over Notre
Dame College, 116-103, at Cleveland State’s Budbey Natatorium in
the Cleveland Dual Meet Invitational, the Blue Streaks knew they
would be seeing the Falcons again.
This time around, the Blue Streaks
made it clear that they were the
stronger team, defeating the Falcons
in a rematch by a score of 135-55 on
Friday, Dec. 2.
Out of the 11 events the men
competed in, they placed first in
seven of them: the 200-yard freestyle, 50-yard freestyle, 200-yard
IM, 100-yard freestyle, 100-yard
backstroke, 500-yard freestyle, and

400-yard freestyle relay.
JCU captured first, second, and
third place finishes in the 200-yard
freestyle. Drew Edson placed first,
Eric Davis placed second, and David Sved came in third. In the 50yard freestyle, Alex Vereshchagin
came out on top.
Edson again appeared on top
when he placed first in the 500-yard
freestyle as well as the 400-yard
freestyle relay along with Davis,
Holvey and Vershchagin.
The weekend did not end there,
and neither did the wins. The Blue
Streaks were off to compete with
Wilmington College on Saturday,
Dec. 3. JCU defeated the Quakers,
128-76 placing first in 6 of the 11
events.
The Blue Streaks’ relays teams
A and B took first and second in

the 200 meter medley relay. Blake
Pinchot, Alex Vereshchagin, Eric
Davis, and David Sved swam
for A, and Nick Bockanic, Zach
Tomsick, Evan Coury, and Xavier
Augustyniak swam for B.
Another one two finish action
happened in the 200-meter freestyle,
with Vereshchagin and Sved, and in
the 100-meter butterfly with Coury
and Pat McLaughlin.
Up next for John Carroll is Oberlin College at 6 p.m. on Jan. 20.
Women’s Swimming & Diving

It’s always nice to get the win
over a nearby rival and a conference
rival. On Friday, Dec. 2., the Blue
Streaks were able to do both as they
traveled to Notre Dame College and
won 119-86. The following day,

Streaks of the Week

Basketball

Swimming & Diving

Corey Shontz
senior

Drew Edson
junior

The senior playmaker
scored 16 points on 6-11 shooting, including 3-5 from three
point territory, in the Blue
Streaks’ 75-64 win over Capital University on Saturday,
Dec. 3.

Edson placed first in the 200
and 500-yard freestyle events
and also helped JCU claim first
place in the 400 relay event,
picking up big points for the
Blue Streaks as they defeated
the Notre Dame College Falcons by a score of 135-55.

Swimming & Diving
Maggie Donoghue
junior
Donoghue claimed first in
the 200-yard freestyle, 500yard frees style and contributed
to a first place finish in the 400
relay event as JCU defeated
Notre Dame College by a score
of 119-86.

Wrestling

Hockey

Sean Gill
senior

Danny Potter
sophomore

The St. Ignatius graduate
won four straight matches
to finish in first place in the
165-pound weight class this
past weekend at the R.I.T
Invitational tournament in
Rochester, N.Y.

The Buffalo, N.Y. native
returned to familiar ice as he
contributed with two assists in
the Blue Streaks 3-1 win over
the University at Buffalo Bulls
on Friday, Dec. 2 in the Blizzard in Buffalo Tournament.
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No

Do you think Mitt Romney
will win the Republican
nomination?
67% (6 votes)

Yes

22% (Two votes)

Not Sure/No opinion
11% (One vote)

THIS WEEK’S QUESTION
What effect do you think the
Wall Street protests have
had on their cause?

Go online at www.jcunews.com to vote in the poll, and
check out the next issue to see the results.

“

Republican presidential hopeful Herman Cain suspends his candidacy during a speech Saturday, Dec. 3,
2011, at a campaign event in Atlanta.
Samuel Lane
Staff Reporter

It was a sunny afternoon in Atlanta.
The crowds had come out to see what
the hype was all about.
Of course, the hype was nothing
new in their minds, it had been occurring quite frequently.
Now the man they had rallied behind for the last few months came out
to address them yet again.
“I am suspending my campaign
because of the continued distractions,
the continued hurt caused on me and
my family,” he said.
With that, Herman Cain brought an
end to a whirlwind campaign that had
inspired many to rally behind him.
The speech made by Cain to dropout was the reflection of several allegations regarding inappropriate conduct
with females.
These ranged from charges of
sexual harassment by female employees to the final blow, a 13-year affair
with a so-called female friend. Cain
watched as his surprise success in the
polls, which began in late September,
declined to an all time low in early
December.
During the late afternoon and early
summer weeks of 2011, Herman Cain

appeared to be just another face in
the crowd.
Then the Florida Straw poll was
released in late September. Cain beat
out the GOP front-runners Rick Perry
and Mitt Romney: suddenly everyone
knew Herman Cain.
Support came flowing in, with
backers inspired in awe with Cain’s
humble background and his “9-9-9”
tax plan.
It seemed like a classic American
story that many wished to see a happy
ending to.
However, in late October, Cain’s
momentum suddenly struck a severe
speed bump.
Two women, who had been associated with Cain when he led the National Restaurant Association, accused
him of sexual harassment, as reported
by The Wall Street Journal.
Cain denied that these accusations
were legitimate, although he still reportedly paid the two women for the
alleged mishap.
Not long afterward, a third woman
came forward, followed by a fourth.
These two had claimed that Cain
had harassed both of these women.
The New York Times indicated that
Cain denied both of these accusations.
Then, the final stitch in the campaign

AP

unraveled when a woman by the name
of Ginger White claimed that she had
carried out a 13-year affair with the
Republican candidate.
While these charges were being
brought forth, Cain watched as his
candidacy began to falter.
His poll numbers in Iowa began
to dip, falling to rivals Mitt Romney
and more recently, Newt Gingrich.
Victory in Iowa, only a month away,
seemed far more unlikely.
A poor performance in foreign
policy debate, where he seemed confused about Libya did not help.
It is unclear what this means for
the rest of the field.
“First, Herman Cain had no other
choice than to suspend his campaign
because of his problems,” said Larry
Schwab of John Carroll’s political science department. “Second, Newt Gingrich will gain the most from Cain’s
departure because most of Cain’s supporters are looking for an alternative
to Romney. And Gingrich has established himself as the best candidate to
compete with Romney.”
If this is indeed the case, then it
should still be a very long campaign,
leaving the spotlight mainly on the
former speaker Gingrich and former
governor Romney.

Word for Word

”

“[Food stamp recipients] get a credit
card, and the credit card can be used for
anything. We have people who
take their food stamp money
and use it to go to Hawaii.”

– Republican presidential candidate Newt
Gingrich on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program, one of the federal government’s assistance
programs to help low-income and jobless Americans.
(ABC News)

““It’s a simple theory — one that speaks
to our rugged individualism and healthy
skepticism of too much government. It fits
well on a bumper sticker. Here’s the problem: It doesn’t work. It’s never worked.””

– President Obama on supply-side economics during a speech on Tuesday in Kansas.
(The Washington Post)
– Compiled by Michael Reiser

Washington Post/ABC News Poll

Image from The Washington Post

Iranian armed forces shoot down unmanned US drone
Joshua Brossman
Staff Reporter

An unmanned U.S. drone collapsed into
Iran this past Sunday, and there is a great deal
of ambiguity of what exactly happened. But
what’s certain is that this drone was a highly
advanced tool of the CIA.
The RQ-170 Sentinel is one of the strongest, most technologically advanced drones
the U.S. currently possesses. The stealth
technology on this drone is synonymous with
the one used to monitor Osama Bin Laden’s
quarters, according to military officials. Iran
claimed that the drone was in their air zone.
They take credit for taking down the drone.
“An advanced RQ170 unmanned American spy plane was shot down by Iran’s armed
forces. It suffered minor damage and is now in
possession of Iran’s armed forces,” according
to IRNA, Iran’s state controlled news agency.
Even if Iran doesn’t need the technology of

the drone, other countries can certainly benefit
from it.
“It carries a variety of systems that
wouldn’t be much of a benefit to Iran, but
to its allies such as China and Russia, it’s a
potential gold mine,” said Peter Singer, an
expert on robotic warfare.
China remains one of Iran’s largest trading partner and they are trailing behind the
United States in robotic warfare. This technology would help them surpass some of those
barriers.
The U.S. has denied Iran’s claims about
shooting down the plane. Instead they insist
that the drone wandered and eventually
crashed.“In the past, they have claimed these
shoot-downs and been unable to produce any
pieces of the drone, and currently, they have
not exhibited any piece of the RQ-170 yet,”
said Sen. Mark Kirk (R-Ill).
Kirk claims that Iranian government uses
these instances “for propaganda purposes.”

Iran has yet to produce any images or official
reports of the drone. It would be very bold
for Iran to attack the drone considering how
heavily they’ve already been scrutinized.
Iran has been working on their nuclear
program for decades. They claim that they are
“nuclearizing” for peaceful purposes. However, the U.S. and Israel have largely viewed
Iran’s decision to proliferate as threatening to
their own security. The U.S. has frequently
placed economic sanctions as a way to force
Iran to comply with nuclear facility inspections. Other countries and organizations have
deployed similar tactics.
“If we do not, pressures will grow for much
stronger actions. The U.S. favors a diplomatic
solution pressure, but if we cannot achieve a
diplomatic solution soon, inevitably interests
will grow in a different kind of solution. That
is why we need to act soon,” said Robert Einhorn, the U.S. State Department senior adviser
for non-proliferation and arms control.

Iran certainly has an incentive to take
credit for this action. If U.S. officials know
for certain it wasn’t shot down they won’t be
able to take retaliatory measures. But as long
as Iran retorts that they have, they look like a
stronger emboldened Iran.
In an interesting response, the U.S. has
launched an online embassy to Iranians. The
U.S. hasn’t had an embassy in Iran since Iranians took 52 Americans at the embassy hostage
in 1979 during the Iranian Revolution.
“Virtual Embassy Tehran is not a formal
diplomatic mission, nor does it represent or
describe a real U.S. embassy accredited to the
Iranian government,” according to the State
Department. “But, in the absence of direct
contact, it can work as a bridge between the
American and Iranian people.”
The website is very timely since it happened a mere two days after the drone attack.
The U.S. has yet to take any direct action
against Iran.
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Putin’s party accused of ballot-stuffing
in Russia’s parliamentary elections

Election monitors from the Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe said that they, too, had observed blatant fraud, including the brazen
stuffing of ballot boxes in Russia’s parliamentary elections. It was clear from
the report, combined with the amateur video of alleged election malfeasance
posted on the Web, that vote stealing and other alleged malfeasance might have
spared the presumed beneficiary, Prime Minister Vladimir Putin’s United Russia, an even worse blow than it officially received. Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton sharply criticized what she called “troubling practices” before
and during the vote in Russia. “The Russian people, like people everywhere,
deserve the right to have their voices heard and their votes counted,” she said
in Bonn, Germany. (The New York Times)

AP

Suicide bombing in Afghan capital kills 58,
complicates exit plan for U.S.

A suicide bombing on Tuesday targeting Shiite worshipers during their holiest
day of the year left dozens of people dead in Kabul and threatened to stoke ethnic
tensions that could markedly complicate the Afghan conflict as the West charts
an exit plan. The bombing and a second attack on Shiite worshipers in northern
Afghanistan left at least 58 people dead, making Tuesday one of the deadliest
days for civilians in the 10-year war. They appeared to be the first major attacks to
target Shiites of the Hazara ethnic minority group since the fall of the Taliban in
2001. Hazaras were brutally persecuted during five years of Taliban rule, making
them wary of any peace deal with the Taliban. Militant group Lashkar-e-Jhangvi
claimed responsibility for the attack. (The Washington Post)
AP

‘Take Back the Capitol’ camps out in Congress members’ offices on Capitol Hill

AP

Dozens of protesters staged sit-ins in front of lawmakers’ offices Tuesday
and several hundred more camped out on the National Mall as part of a new
movement calling itself “Take Back the Capitol.” Borrowing language from the
Occupy movement and drawing demonstrators “from Occupy sites from coast
to coast,” the movement says its goal is to affect congressional legislation. “For
far too long, Congress has been catering to the 1 percent instead of representing the 99 percent,” the movement says on its website, 99indc.org. Protesters
will push Congress to renew unemployment insurance and will focus on “other
important budget and tax measures,” according to the website. “Now more than
ever, Congress needs to see us and hear us.” The group is calling its setup “The
People’s Camp.” (CNN)

Merkel and Sarkozy lead charge towards stability

France’s President Nicolas Sarkozy awaits German Chancellor Angela Merkel to
discuss Europe’s financial crisis at the Elysee Palace in Paris, Monday , Dec. 5,
Rita Rochford
Staff Reporter

The European Union, still grappling with
the debt crisis of the eurozone, seeks to find
a new solution to their problems. France and
Germany have emerged as leaders in this
quest for stability and maintain an aligned
backing of a new proposed treaty. Chancellor
Merkel of Germany and President Sarkozy of
France have overcome their differences in the
pursuit of compromise and hope that such a
treaty will be finalized in March of 2012.
This treaty, called for by France and
Germany, is in response to growing financial concerns over stability and viability of
the euro, the unified currency shared by 17
members of the European Union. If adopted
by member nations, it requires a number of
reforms and spending alterations that would
severely impact the budgets of member nations. Ideally, this treaty would also prevent
overspending that the EU has witnessed for
over 30 years.
Among such provisions supported by
these two leaders are automatic sanctions

AP

against an EU member state that allows for
deficits over 3 percent of their GDP. In addition to this, the European Court of Justice
could be responsible for holding member
nations accountable for living within their
budgets, while still respecting sovereignty
and not dictating their budgets.
The goal, as explained by Sarkozy and
Merkel, is for all 27 European Union members rather than simply the 17 members of the
eurozone to adopt the guidelines of the treaty.
However, the agreement from the 17 eurozone
members is all that is minimally required to
proceed with the reforms.
Although this treaty would only require
the support from the 17 euro nations, the
implications of closer European unity have
caused concerns among nations within and
outside of the eurozone. Great Britain in
particular has indicated that it recognizes
the need for the euro area countries to come
together, but highlight reservations about a
tighter “eurozone club,” and what that would
mean for nations, like Great Britain, who do
not have the euro.

These measures are meant to prevent further debt contagion throughout the eurozone.
Such contagion is being met by countries in
jeopardy, like Italy, launching a series of tax
and pension reforms to stabilize their economies. Italy, the third largest economy in the
eurozone, thus far has not been part of the
discussions in developing plans to save the
euro, but have indicated a desire to be part
of the solution instead of merely presenting
a problem.
The discussion for these reforms has been
fast-tracked as a way to show the world that
the entirety of the EU is committed to reigning in its debt problem and solidifying the
position of the euro. Sarkozy has also indicated that there simply is not time to waste
in renegotiating the treaty.
This emphasis on promptness has been
furthered with Standard & Poor’s threatening to downgrade up to 15 European nations
if improvements are not made. The bailout
fund, which has helped the recoveries of
countries like Greece, Portugal and Ireland,
is also at risk of being downgraded leading
to higher interest rates and more difficult
recoveries for countries in need.
So far, this debt crisis has claimed the
political positions of Greek Prime Minister
George Papandreou and Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, forcing their countries
to select new leaders in the face of mounting
debt concerns. Yet, this situation in Europe
is not strictly a European matter. Many in
the United States, including U.S. Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner worry that unless the European debt crisis is contained
it has potential to cause a global economic
downturn.
As it currently stands, Merkel and Sarkozy
expect a consensus for this proposal to take
place during the European Union Summit
held today. The outcome is unsure as both
proponents and opponents acknowledge that
the proposal contains controversial measures
that are challenging for many European
countries to accept.

REISER’S
EDGE

Michael Reiser
World News Editor

Dear Santa, all I want for
Christmas is ...

With the holidays just around the corner
(and this being the last issue of The Carroll
News for the semester), ‘tis the season for a
Christmas wish list.
So in true Christmas fashion, here’s one
from a college student (hopefully) on the
good list:
The first item on the list is actually something I don’t want – Newt Gingrich to be the
Republican candidate for president. Although
I believe the Republicans have shot themselves in the foot for the election, Newt would
terrify me as president if he is selected as the
GOP candidate. Let’s just take some of the
memorable quotes he’s had during his campaign. Earlier in the year, he claimed he was
“convinced that if we do not decisively win
the struggle over the nature of America, by
the time [my grandchildren] are my age they
will be in a secular atheist country, potentially
one dominated by radical Islamists and with
no understanding of what it once meant to be
an American.” Yes, Newt, an atheist nation
ruled by radical Islamists who believe in a
God makes perfect sense.
Just last week, he criticized Obama’s leniency in spending on food stamps, “[Food
stamp recipients] get a credit card, and the
credit card can be used for anything. We have
people who take their food stamp money and
use it to go to Hawaii.” Yet the U.S. Department of Agriculture works closely with the
non-partisan computer firm that tracks the
usage of the system, allowing only one cent
for every dollar to be attributed to fraud. The
former speaker cannot be taken seriously as
a presidential candidate when he says such
outlandish statements, so Santa, please allow
his campaign debt to ruin his chances.
Secondly, I would like for the Occupy Wall
Street protests to finally fade away. There’s
a way to go about what they are trying to
accomplish, but the great majority of them
are bringing a bad name to those who have
legitimate claims about things that need to
change (YouTube’s “OWS Protester Wants
College Paid For Because That’s What He
Wants,” and “OWS Protester Says Many Are
‘Looking For An Actual Revolution,’” for
great examples). The protests have spun off
into “Take Back the Capitol,” where protesters
have begun staking out the offices of Congress
members, including Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell and Speaker John Boehner.
These people do not pose any counter-policies
and are simply making vague statements such
as their mission statement at their brand new
website, 99indc.org.
Thirdly, there’s a gross injustice going on
in the Senate right now, which voted 93 to 7
to pass the National Defense Authorization
Act that will allow the U.S. government to
arrest, interrogate, and detain any suspected
member of al-Qaeda for any period of time
without charges. The law is so vague that it
may be interpreted by some to include U.S.
citizens.
So I’ll throw onto my wish-list that President Obama veto this bill, which is a severe
infraction of our basic rights as Americans,
and potentially the rights of others as well. I
believe in taking national security very seriously, but not at the cost of our freedom. So,
Santa Claus, three things for someone on the
good list isn’t too much to ask for, is it?
Contact Michael Reiser
at mreiser12@jcu.edu
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Patrick Perkins
Finance Editor

The Wall Street Journal

With risk level in the eurozone climbing, Standard and Poor’s is putting 15 eurozone countries on negative CreditWatch.
Above are the ratings of those 15 countries’ for long-term debt.
Andrew Martin
Carroll News

On Monday, The New York Times reported that Germany and France may lose
their AAA long-term credit rating due to
failure of the rest of the eurozone.
These two nations are two of the largest
economies in the eurozone and have never
had to deal with these threats from Standard
& Poor’s in the past.
In addition to France and Germany,
13 other countries’ credit ratings in the
eurozone may be downgraded by Standard
& Poor’s.
Other countries that may lose their status
of a AAA credit rating include the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Austria and Finland.
This news caused the euro to drop and
stocks on Wall Street to lose some of their
previously made gains.
The end of this week will be an important couple of days for Europe in its quest to
improve the outlook on the financial crisis
going forward.
On Thursday and Friday, a meeting of
the European Union will take place in Brussels. Officials from the European Union will
discuss plans to end the economic crisis
that has affected Europe and the world as
a whole.
With that in mind, Monday’s news of
possible credit downgrades to two of the
top economies in the eurozone has caused

officials to worry.
This is because of the effects that have
been seen in the past.
Both Italy and Spain saw their credit
ratings fall, which, in turn further aggrevated the already extremely volatile
economy.
Standard & Poor’s will finish its review
of the credit risks for the eurozone shortly
after this week’s Brussels meetings.
Standard & Poor’s is concerned with
how the investing world will view their
reaction since overall confidence of the
market could drop even lower.
If the long-term credit rating of France
and Germany lowers after Standard &
Poor’s completes their analysis, it could
harm the outlook of the rest of the world.
The world has seen the debt crisis well
documented over the last couple years.
Unfortunately, not much has been positive news.
If no progress is made going forward,
this could cause an already pessimistic
investing public to further doubt the future
of the eurozone.
This is one reason why keeping the
top credit rating of AAA in France has
become a strong point in the re-election
campaign for current French President
Nicolas Sarkozy.
Sarkozy and German Chancellor Angela Merkel met recently to discuss a debt
treaty to put greater regulation on budgets
in the eurozone.

Europe’s and the rest of the world’s
economies are growing impatient with the
current financial situation.
The officials of the European Union are
well aware the time to act is now.
The debt crisis must be addressed and
plans to improve the future of the eurozone
are the top priority.
Germany is backing a system which
will attempt to prevent another debt crisis
in the European Union going forward.
They believe greater regulations and
punishments for overspending will keep
European countries from dragging down
the euro into similar financial predicaments.
Greece is seen as one the main catalysts for the current European debt crisis,
and the nation’s credit rating has been
downgraded to junk status, which refers to
investments that involve high risk and high
returns. Fundamentally, investing in a junk
status economy means that an investment
faces a much higher risk of default.
A savvy investor would look for low
risk investments because they always bring
back a safe return.
Nonetheless, if the eurozone tightens
their grip on overspending, perhaps a
global financial crisis could be avoided.
But, there is much discussion and work
ahead of the eurozone to accomplish this.
The meetings in Brussels may be a step in
the right direction.

Verizon Wireless nixes Google Wallet in new phone
Associated Press
Verizon Wireless is blocking Google’s
new flagship phone from supporting
Google’s attempt to make the smartphone
the credit card of the future.
In blocking the Google Wallet software
from running on the new Samsung Galaxy
Nexus, Verizon Wireless said Tuesday that
it was holding off on providing a wallet application until it can offer “the best security
and user experience.”
Verizon and rivals AT&T Inc. and
T-Mobile USA are part of a consortium
called ISIS that is planning its own payment
system. Google confirmed that Verizon had
asked it not to include the wallet function in
the Galaxy Nexus phone, due out soon.
The way Google Wallet is supposed
to work, the phone can be used to pay for
merchandise in some stores, by tapping it
to payment terminals.
Google calls the payment application a
“wallet” because it can be loaded with payment “cards” from multiple sources.
Right now, there are only two cards
available: Citibank MasterCards and a
prepaid card issued by Google.
But Google is making the wallet available to any financial institution that wants to
participate. Google’s plan is to make money

by acting as a conduit between merchants
and shoppers, using the Wallet as a way
to deliver advertising and coupons. It’s
competing not only with ISIS, but with
Visa and MasterCard, which have their
own wallet projects, and with eBay Inc.’s
PayPal.
The Galaxy Nexus is the latest iteration
of the Nexus line, which showcases new
features and capabilities for phones running Google’s Android software. In this
case, the phone is the first to run a new
version of Android, dubbed “Ice Cream
Sandwich.”
The previous Nexus phone, sold by
Sprint Nextel Corp., is the only phone yet
to work with the Google Wallet application. Sprint is not part of ISIS.
U.S. phone companies effectively
have veto rights on features sported by
the phones they sell. Because of the clout
Apple Inc. has gained by making the
world’s most popular smartphone, it has
been able to turn that around and dictate
terms to carriers. Google doesn’t have
the same leverage. It tried selling the first
Nexus phone on its own, without going
through the carriers, but ended that experiment because of weak sales.
Congress and regulators have occasionally raised questions about carriers
blocking specific third-party applications.

These days, carriers generally don’t block
applications directly, leaving it to Apple
and Google to police their app stores.
Verizon Wireless spokesman Jeffrey
Nelson said the company doesn’t block
applications, but Google Wallet is different because it accesses a security chip in
the phone.
Examinations by Wired and other publications reveal that the international version
of the Galaxy Nexus has the “Near-Field
Communications” chip necessary to run
Google Wallet. It’s unclear whether the
U.S. version will be lacking the chip or
whether it will simply be blocked from
running the Wallet application. Samsung
Electronics had no immediate comment.
Google and Verizon Wireless united
in 2009 to push Android phones as the
major alternative to the iPhone. Verizon
Wireless’ “Droid” advertising campaign
set the tone, to the extent that many people
still call all Android phones “Droids.” The
Google-Verizon Wireless relationship has
cooled this year, as the carrier started selling the iPhone.
Verizon Wireless is a joint venture of
Verizon Communications Inc. of New York
and Vodafone Group PLC of Britain.
Verizon Wireless’ refusal of the Google
Wallet was reported earlier on Computerworld’s blog.

The Christmas season is in full force and Dec.
25 is approaching fast. It’s time to dig into those
wallets and buy gifts for all of your loved ones.
With that said, I’m sure most people will have no
monetary limits this Christmas, right?
Hopefully my petty sarcasm has easily caught
your eye. As we all know, this year’s Christmas
shopping is being approached a bit differently by
American consumers given the current economic
conditions.
According to Forbes magazine, a survey was
done by Deloitte Consulting, a well known management consulting firm in Strategy & Operations, Human Capital and Technology Services.
Deloitte Consulting puts out a holiday survey
each fall. The findings note “a majority of those
in households earning at least $100,000 annually plan to hold steady from last year, while the
sub-$100,000 family will cut back by 26 percent,
according to the survey’s results.”
These results significantly differ from last
year and if you have been keeping up with the
current world economies you know exactly why.
To be more precise, this cut back in spending is
due to shaky market conditions, the European
debt crisis, and the overwhelming U.S. budgetary set backs. It should come as no surprise that
American consumers are cutting back.
Forbes noted another study by a separate
consulting firm, Accenture, found similar results
in terms of the American consumer. “Almost 40
percent belong to daily deal sites as a means for
spending less, while 80 percent say they’d be
inclined to switch to a generic brand product if
the price of a similar name brand product goes
up any more than 10 percent. And a third of
shoppers surveyed by Accenture say it will take
a markdown of at least 50 percent to entice them
to spend on a non-necessity.”
With that said, being the concerned John Carroll student that I am, I have took it upon myself
to do some research on the discount shopping for
this Christmas holiday.
First, if you have not joined the cyber shopping world, give it a second look. Two sites I
highly recommend are Groupon.com and Overstock.com. Both of these sites offer discounts
that can’t be overlooked. Trust me, I know from
experience. In my opinion, the reason people
don’t give cyber shopping a chance is because
of the lack of information on purchases. Along
the same route, consumers feel cyber discount
shopping lacks credibility.
Groupon has taken note and made some
changes for its customers. The company realized
the more information, the better. According to
Groupon’s blog section, “Information available
to merchants will include: aggregate buyer demographics such as gender, age and ZIP/postal
code, share of purchases bought as gifts, and
distribution of sales by time.” This gives the consumers some security in purchasing items. Also
it is important to note that the discounts Groupon
offers are 50 to 90 percent discounts.
Overstock has also experienced considerable
growth since its origination in 1999. According to
Overstock’s website, “The numbers of products
Overstock.com offers has grown from less than
100 in 1999, to more than 63,000 non-BMMG
(books, music, movies, and interactive games)
products and over 720,000 BMMG products.
Overstock calculates that, since launching the
site in October 1999, Overstock.com has saved
consumers millions of dollars off the retail prices
recommended by manufacturers.”
These numbers alone should show the American consumer that this company must be doing
something right.
Hopefully, I have enticed the holiday shoppers
out there to at least give it a chance. Take a look
at these sites and see what they have to offer.
Contact Patrick Perkins
pperkins12@jcu.edu
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Word Bank
A CHRISTMAS STORY
CAROLS
CHRISTMAS TREE
DECEMBER
DECORATING
FAMILY
GIVING
HOLIDAYS
ICICLES
LIGHTS
NEW YEAR’S
NUTCRACKER
ORNAMENTS
PRESENTS
SNOWMEN
STAR
SUGARPLUMS
WINTER

Boggle Board of the week
Try to find as many three or more letter words as possible. The words must only use a single letter on the
Boggle board once and all letters in the word must be connected horizontally, vertically or diagonally.

D G H I
K L P S
Y E U T
E O R N

#Randomfacts
In the Ukrainie its traditional to make
a 12-course meal for Christmas. It’s
also tradition for the youngest child to
watch out of the window for the evening
star to appear, signaling that the meal
can begin.
Dicken’s considered a few other names
for his famous character Tiny Tim from
“A Christmas Carol.” These included
Small Sam, Puny Pete and Little Larry.

The hit pop song “I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus” was sung by a child
named Jimmy Boyd. He was just under
13 years old.
The tradition of singing Christmas
Carols door to door in the neighborhood came from the old English
custom called Wassailing. This was
originally to toast the neighbors to a
long and healthy life.
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On this day in
history ... on 12-8-1987

Christmas movie quote match-up

“I’m not a pervert! I just was looking for Turbo Man doll!
AAHHAHGHGHAHGHA”
“Now I have a machine gun....ho...ho...ho”

“Lotta sap in here! Mmmm... Looks great! Little full, lotta sap.”

“Merry Christmas you old bank and loan!” “Am I just eating because I’m bored?”
“Suck brick kid!”

Easy

Sudoku
Tough

Super tough

The first reader to send in the correct answers to this week’s puzzle gets
10 rupees and a heart piece, and his or her picture in the CN next week!
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Editorial

Students break the bond of trust
There has been an increased problem with students
destroying property in residence halls, particularly in
Murphy and Hamlin Hall.
To this point, the culprits have not been identified.
However, to prevent this from happening again, the
University and students need to take action now.
Dormitories are supposed to be comfortable places
for students to live and work on campus. With this
vandalism taking place, the dorms are not the safe
space that they are meant to be.
Every time something is broken or vandalized, it
needs to be repaired and that is a costly consequence.
When students destroy campus property, the money
that could be used for improving the University, must
instead be used to repair what has been damaged.
The poor behavior of some students in the dorms is
a waste of money for the JCU community.
Being the Jesuit University in Cleveland, students
are held to a high standards, and have a responsibility
to live up to those expectations. When campus property is damaged, this creates a poor reputation for the
University and the student body as a whole.
To prevent future vandalism, Residence Life can
implement deterrents. Security cameras can be placed
in residence halls. Entire building fines can also be issued, but these are expensive and unfair to the respectful students who do not cause trouble on campus.
To prevent these drastic actions from being taken,
the culprit(s) who have caused these problems should
own up to their actions. Residents should not tolerate
these actions from fellow students. If some have any
information about this destruction, they should speak
up in order to be fair to fellow students. Preventing
vandalism will make residence halls better places to
live.

Cartoon by Emily Day

NOTABLE QUOTABLE

“

“

“Idaho? Who the (bleep) wants to play there in
December?”

-Ohio University punter Paul Hershey on the invitation to play in the
famous Idaho Potato Bowl via Twitter.

HIT & miss

Hit: English professor, George Bilgere, to appear on public radio’s
“The Prairie Home Companion” miss: Federal Aviation Administrator Randy Babbit resigns after drunk driving charge Hit: The Carroll News’ IT problems were solved miss: The last issue of the CN
this semester Hit: The cookies at The Cubby miss: They sell out
too quickly miss: Suicide attack kills 59 in Kabul, Afghanistan
Hit: A potentially habitable planet found miss: It’s 600 light years
away Hit/miss: No cafeteria food for a month Hit: Alumni Mr. and
Mrs. Schilling donate $16 million for scholarships
miss: Alec Baldwin gets kicked off an airplane for refusing to turn
off his iPad Hit: The last week of classes miss: Innumerable final
projects, papers and presentations miss(ing): Concentration and
focus to get things done Hit: Winter Break Hit/miss: There is
no snow yet miss: “Jaws” attraction closing in Universal Studios
Florida Hit/miss: 70-year anniversary of Pearl Harbor yesterday
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e-mail your hits & misses to jcunews@gmail.com
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OURVIEW

Claire Olderman
Arts & Life Editor

God has blessed me with a lot
in my life, but one thing I haven’t
received enough of is closure. I
loathe abrupt changes with little to
no explanation. So, for the times
that I haven’t received closure from
those in my life, I want to make sure
that in my final semester, in my final
article, I allow myself to give positive closure as best I can.
I am writing this as a memory
and as a thank you to everyone who
helped make me who I am today
during my time at John Carroll,
despite where we are now; starting
from the beginning.
Vinnie. This is hard writing to
you after everything that’s happened, but I can’t deny that you’ve
had an impact on me. Falling in love
is the biggest leap anyone can take,
and you showed me what it felt like,
for the very first time, to feel that
way. Though time heals all wounds,
you never forget the person who first
made you feel like you were the
prettiest, smartest, most wonderful
person in the world. So, for the time
we had at Carroll, and the growth
you’ve given me, I thank you and
will always look back fondly on all
of the good memories we shared.

The power of goodbye

As for you, Mr. Bond, our friendship has been amazing. You are my
long lost brother who I oddly share
many (weird) similarities with. I’ve
even sometimes convinced myself
we were separated at birth. I never
thought the guy in my economics
class freshman year, who I thought
liked me and who I later found
out thought I was a snobby “brat”
(for editing purposes), would be a
lifelong friend. Thank you so much
for the all-nighters, several trips of
emptying out vending machines in
order to binge, and amazing laughuntil-we-cry times. You’ve shown
me that blood doesn’t even come
close to the bond we have.
Courtney, oh Courtney. You were
by far the most enjoyable person
to room with. I will not list all of
the hysterical and wonderful times
we’ve had in order to save you from
embarrassment (just kidding, but
not really). You have been such a
wonderful friend, always excited to
hear what stupid stories I had to tell
you, or just there for a good laugh.
Thank you for making my JCU experience so much better. “Twi-hard”
fans for life.
Hannah, my little lemon. Though
we had an almost two-year hiatus, I
know God brought you back into my
life at the perfect time, even before
I knew why. You have strengthened
me in so many ways and I cannot
thank you enough. You are probably one of the best listeners I know
(when you’re not texting) and are

probably one of the most genuine
people I know. Thank you for being
my best friend, and if I ever become
a writer, I’ll make sure your section
is longer next time; I just know that
I have you for life. I love you.
Of course, I have The Carroll
News to thank; you all have been so
much fun (“The Coon”), as well as
Einstein’s and their amazing Caramel Café Blend (or Café Caramel
Blend?). I still can’t get it right.
Tour guides, you’re awesome, and
we definitely have the best job on
campus (along with The CN). And
finally, to my professors, who have
inspired me and prepared me to go
into this world knowing who I am.
What I’ve learned in a nutshell:
never hold grudges, forget the bad,
and remember the good, because it’s
more exciting to look back and smile.
And never judge someone by what
others say unless you’ve experienced
getting to know them. You could be
missing out on a great friendship.
So, I thank you John Carroll, and
for all of you who make John Carroll what it is, because I have been
impacted by so many, not just those
named above. I am so grateful for
my experience here, which in fact is
not ending, but only beginning as I
will start my career as an admissions
counselor here in January, only steps
away where I will have left as a tour
guide.
This is my closure.
Contact Claire Olderman at
colderman12@jcu.edu

Wonderword:

What does callipygian mean?

“A California pygme.”
Tyler Weseling,
sophomore

The Carroll News
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“An old bird call that pheasant hunters use in the wild.”
Luke Piglia,
freshman

“A pigeon from
California.”
Hannah Cotton,
sophomore

callipygian: having shapely buttocks

License to Gill:
A childlike way
of life

Kaitlin Gill

Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

One of the most interesting aspects about life is the innocence of
being a child. Children don’t worry
about who is watching them sing
and dance; they simply do so as their
little hearts desire.
I noticed this when I was babysitting this past weekend. I babysat
three girls, all under the age of eight.
The youngest girl, who just had her
fourth birthday, spent hours singing to me and showing me her best
dance moves.
She belted out her best version
of Katy Perry’s “Firework” and
danced until her legs grew tired.
The rest of her songs were a mix
of Christmas tunes combined with
her own personal lyrics that made
absolutely no sense.
While I was watching her sing
and dance as she pleased, I couldn’t
help but smile. Interestingly enough,
I found myself envying her imagination and complete disregard for
what her sisters thought about her
silliness.
At what age did we begin to feel
embarrassed and self-conscious
about what other people think of
us? Why can’t we sing like nobody
is listening and dance like nobody
is watching?
Though I try to convince myself
I don’t care what anybody thinks of
me, to some degree, I am fooling
myself. The desire for acceptance
tends to get in the way of me not
caring about how others view me.
I think we all want others to like
us, and this makes it easy to be a
bit insecure.
Self-consciousness keeps us
fighting the battle to control our
self-image. But the truth of the
matter is, we shouldn’t worry about
what other people think of us and the
choices we make, because the majority of the time others are too busy
obsessing over their own choices to
remember ours.

I wish I had the courage and confidence to sing and dance whenever
I want without worrying if people
would judge me. It’s amazing to me
that children are unaffected by this
insecurity.
Another aspect I envy about
children is how they don’t notice
the physical differences between
people. Children don’t even seem
to notice if another person is of a
different race, ethnicity or has a
disability of some sort.
My mom always tells me a
story about how I was like this
as a child. When I was a young, I
was playing on a playground at the
Indians game and I made a friend
who was in a wheelchair and had
a tracheotomy. When I was telling
my mom all about my new friend,
I didn’t mention her physical disabilities even once. I didn’t even
notice that she was so different from
me. I didn’t even notice her physical
handicaps.
I wish as we grew up we didn’t
realize the differences between
people in this way. I wish we didn’t
care about peoples’ differences. I
wish we chose our friends solely
based on if that particular relationship makes us feel happy.
Too many times I fear we choose
our friends with a self-conscious
motivation – based on how that relationship will be viewed by others
around us.
After watching this little girl’s
stellar performance, I am deciding
to live by her example. I don’t want
to worry about what others think. If
I want to dance, I’m going to dance.
If I want to sing, I am going to sing
even if I don’t have the best voice
or even if I don’t know all of the
right words. I will be silly when I
feel like acting silly.
This childlike way of life is
intriguing to me. It’s innocent,
naïve and guiltless. But with the
complicated world we live in nowadays, maybe it’s not so bad to be
innocent, naïve and guiltless once
in a while.
Contact Kaitlin Gill at
kgill13@jcu.edu

The Bayer Necessities: A gingerbread dream
Like a lad, I couldn’t wait for the
presents I’d find.
But then a new thought stormed my
gingerbread mind.

More than half of them live with no
food in their tummy,
but still they all giggle, and nobody’s bummy.

The truth is we don’t have to be
Santa Claus,
if we want to crusade for a worthwhile cause.

Give yourself fully to people in
pain;
compassion’s your sleigh, now you
must take the reigns.

Brian Bayer

What about the people who don’t
get these treasures?
How is their Christmas still filled
with such pleasure?

I awoke from my dream and just lied
there in bed.
The sugarplums no longer danced
in my head.

Give a wink or a kiss or a sweatered
embrace.
Open your arms, and light up
someone’s face.

When the snowflakes all fall and the
temperature’s zero,
Reach out to the shivering, be their
candy cane hero.

Last night, as I was nestled all snug
in my bed,
visions of sugarplums danced in
my head.

They go to bed knowing no Santa
will come,
as they close their young eyes in
their impoverished slum.

But a vision was there that now has
defined me;
so if you’re a Blue Streak then rally
behind me.

Share cocoa and laughter and genuine love.
Thank God for your blessings that
are sent from above.

I implore you to act in the Jesuit
style –
be people for others, make the
downtrodden smile.

My dreams just went wild as I
continued to snooze,
so I wrote them all down in this
tabloid of news.

Then I remembered Through the
Eyes of a Child –
the kids were so happy and everyone
smiled.

Go make someone smile, it’s no
magic trick.
If you give them this gift then you’ll
be their St. Nick.

Be like Buddy, the Elf (played by
Will Ferrell)
and bring Christmas here, to your
home at John Carroll.

This is the truth, it’s simple, just
trust us:
If you want peace in the world, then
you must work for justice.

Less than three weeks ‘til Christmas, I realized with joy.
This thought made me as giddy as
when I was a boy.

Like the Grinch, I was moved, and
my heart grew three sizes.
Their appreciation for life knew no
cruel compromises.

The world isn’t fair, but we all play
a part.
So get in the spirit and open your
heart.

There are people who need you, but
you need people too.
So act with intention, be honest,
be true.

Contact Brian Bayer at
bbayer13@jcu.edu

Campus Editor

Op/Ed

The Carroll News

The Op/Ed
Top Ten:
Christmas stuff

1. Michael Buble’s Christmas Album
2. Winter break
3. Fireplaces
4. Christmas movies
5. Snow
6. Christmas carols
7. Peppermint mocha/hot chocolate
8. Elves
9. New Year’s Eve is right around the corner
10. Red and green M&Ms

-Compiled by Nick Wojtasik and Kaitlin Gill

Nick’s Knack:

Nick Wojtasik

Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

It is a giving time of the year. I’m
sure that among the many thoughts
rushing through your minds, the
question of what you want or what
you should get someone else for
Christmas or Hanukkah has been
prevalent.
In a conversation I was having
on this subject last week, the topic
of appreciation came up. Some do
not appreciate the subtleties of an
item that give it quality. For instance, many would call a $12,000
Savile Row-made suit “overpriced”
or “a waste of money” without appreciating the fact that it was made
entirely by hand of the best cloth
in the world, specifically for the
person who bought it.
The sturdiness and character of
an 80-year-old iron skillet still in
use today might not be valued by
those on Fairmount Boulevard with
their brand new, non-stick, stainless
steel sauté pans.
While I’m a practitioner of
admiring intricate products, their
quality and longevity, the ability
to do so is only a superficial reflection of one’s morals of industry,
not their creativity or intellectual
capabilities. Instead of appreciating something, I find the capacity
to appreciate nothing much more
versatile and respectable.
Appreciating nothing isn’t disrespect and dissatisfaction for
everything but rather contentedness
despite the absence of things. This
is not limited to material items,
however.
Some might call this approach to
life “minimalism.” I’d argue that it
is better termed “necessitism.”
In George Carlin’s famous
stand-up routine “Stuff” he notes,
“That’s all your house is: a place to
keep your stuff. If you didn’t have
so much stuff, you wouldn’t need a
house.” There is freedom in nothingness. There is nothing you are
obliged to carry around, no worry
of forgetting anything.
In my running experience, the
most enlightening feeling has come
from the realization that my body is

Being in
nothingness

capable of quite a bit with very little
or no equipment or sustenance. The
best endurance athletic performances have come from athletes who can
clear their minds from all conceptions of fatigue or weakness. There
is empowerment in nothingness.
I’m sure that many have experienced the pleasure and productivity
that comes with that almost blank
state of extreme focus in which one
can just crank out quality papers and
tasks, one after the other. Though
constant psychological nothingness
is bad (because that’s a sure sign of
being in a vegetative state or, perhaps, death) the focal nothingness
is pure creative intellect, stripped
of all societal impediments and
pressures.
Everyone always wonders what
special ability the geniuses of the
past had that enabled them to be
such revolutionaries? I find that
these people all were probably able
to rid their minds of the handicaps
of conventional thought. To be
frank, many of the major intellectual, mathematical, literary and
artistic figures in history used alcohol, opium or other mind altering
substances. It is likely that these
removed them from reality and allowed the full capabilities of their
brains to be released.
A state of nothingness can enhance abilities. Possibly the best
feeling of nothingness comes with
the appreciation of things that
haven’t been screwed up. With
nothingness, things are allowed to
flourish in their natural state. There
is purity in nothingness.
When I’m living in a small
wigwam of my own construction
on the side of a forgotten mountain, without a job, money, or even
other people, I’ll be content. I will
find solace in my ability to survive
on only the necessities and being
resourceful enough to obtain them
with only my own cunning. And if I
go mad or my assets perish, perhaps
I will too.
But it will be without the heartbroken mourners, without the hopeful Bible readings and without a
steel box to separate me from the
raw processes of nature that, in their
simplicity, have continued the cycle
of life successfully since the genesis
of all life.
Contact Nick Wojtasik at
nwojtasik13@jcu.edu
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The Jenn is mightier:
Creative Mr. Claus

Jennifer Holton
Managing Editor

Another year of decking the
halls, hanging stockings and sipping
eggnog means that it’s Christmastime; the time to start making your
wish list and go shopping for items
on the lists of others.
Maybe it’s my lack of creativity
in buying Christmas presents, but
in my opinion, something has got
to change this year.
The usual cliché gifts of clothes,
nail polish, jewelry and techie
toys can easily be averted, thanks
to the fact that we go to school in
Cleveland.
The city is a haven for vintage
stores and other retro shops that will
make Christmas shopping not only
easier for you, but also enjoyable!
In addition to finding a gift different
from the usual retail store, you’ll be
supporting local businesses during
the holiday season. Below is a listing of the various unique shops I’ve
found to be ideal for your Christmas
shopping experience.
Flower Child: This vintage shop

seems almost endless with its multiple rooms of men and women’s
vintage clothing, shoes, records,
furniture, jewelry and collectibles.
It’s a bit overwhelming at first, but
when you see pieces dating as far
back as the “flapper-girl” era, pins
from JFK’s presidential campaign
along with Boho sofas and earrings,
you’ll realize you’ve died and gone
to vintage Heaven.
The Rag Refinery: I can’t say
enough good things about this new
vintage store in Ohio City. The owner handpicks men and women’s vintage clothing from around the U.S.,
and has only six clothing racks. It’s
a small amount, but the picks are as
good as the prices – you can spend
anywhere from $20-$40 and walk
out with two or three items. Vintage
designer pieces are a rare find at
“Refinery,” but they’re something
to keep an eye out for. The ‘90s
Karl Lagerfeld purse that caught
my eye was certainly something any
vintage lover would love to unwrap
on Christmas morning.
Salty not Sweet: If the person on
your wish list is a lover of all things
sarcastic, this is the place for your
wallet. The owner and partner – both

artists themselves – sell only items
from local and U.S. crafters. Baby
onesies that say “freshly squeezed”
or “locally grown” are top sellers,
along with handmade cabernet
scented candles in broken and recycled wine bottles.
Room Service: The perfect little
gift shop that gives Urban Outfitters a run for its money. The “Keep
Calm and Carry On” trend may be
over and done with, but who could
turn down the “Keep Calm” Band
Aids, nonetheless the mini record
coasters? If you’re playing Santa
Claus for the eclectic individual, this
place is key for finding a creative
gift this holiday.
The Dredger’s Union: Owned by
the same woman as Room Service,
the new store on East Fourth Street
is a little more on the expensive
side, yet is a ideal for gifts. Antique
bronze Eiffel Tower bottle openers,
“216” pillows and one-of-a-kind
apparel make up the large space in
downtown Cleveland. Finish off
your successful shopping day with a
lunch and drinks at one of the many
stylish restaurants on East Fourth!
Contact Jennifer Holton at
jholton12@jcu.edu
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The Carroll News reserves the right to edit letters for length and to reject letters if they are libelous or do not conform to standards of good taste. All letters
received become the property of The Carroll News. Anonymous letters will not
be published. Letters to the editor must not exceed 500 words
and must be submitted to jcunews@jcu.edu
by 5 p.m. on Sunday.

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent
Five recently renovated, two family homes on Warrensville Center
Rd. near JCU. Very clean, well
maintained, three bedrooms on
each floor. Large rooms, air conditioning, hardwood flooring, twocar garage. All appliances included. Available June 1, 2012. Hurry
the good ones go quick! Call Mike
Jr. (440)336-4254 of Mike Sr.
(440)724-6654. Email: sas423@
roadrunner.com.
FOR RENT four bedroom, two
car garage, great location 1359
Richmond Road, Lyndhurst, Ohio.
216.691.9529 $1400/month. South
Euclid/Lyndhurst School System

Four homes near JCU in UH and
South Euclid available June 2012.
4, 5, and 6 bedroom homes in great
condition and professionally managed by JCU alumni. All appliances
included. Secure your ‘12-’13 housing early and beat the rush. Call Jeff
(440) 479-2835 for more details, or
email brepllc@yahoo.com.
House for rent. Walk to campus. Individual bedrooms, 2 full bath. New
appliances and A/C. Clean and updated. Call or text 216-832-3269 for
complete details.
House for Rent. 3 Bedroom, 1 bath
downstairs unit of a duplex. New
kitchen, all new carpeting, new energy
efficient windows. Washer and drier
in basement. Warrensville Center
Road. Walk to school. JCU Students
upstairs. Available January 1, 2012.
$900 per month. Reply to garconllc@
ymail.com

For Rent three bedroom, 1 1/2 bath
house. $600/month for Sept., Oct.,
Nov. Available Sept. 1. Clean with
two-car garage. Call Joe 330-6667529.
Jcu students: Lock up your off
FOR RENT 8 minute walk to campus
(Warrensville and Meadowbrook). Very
clean, well maintained 2 family houses.
Each suite has 3 bedrooms, living and
dining room, kitchen, 2 baths, central
air, alarm system, extra insulation, and
all appliances including dishwashers.
Finished basement. 440.821.6415

campus rentals for next year now!
4 bedroom single family homes, up
to 8 student duplexes. These will
go fast! Call Michael 330 388 7798

Taking reservations NOW for nice,
clean, well-maintained 4BR and
5BR, 2.5BA single-family houses,
very close to JCU, for next school
Univ. Hts & South Euclid---Walking year (leases to begin June, 2012).
Distance to Campus--- 4-5-6 Bedroom Offering clean, spacious rooms,
houses and duplex units are available. plenty of off-street parking, all apAll with plenty of parking, AC, newer pliances, modern updates. Good
appliances, washers and dryers. Only ones go quick! Call or email for
a few blocks and within walking dis- more info and a tour, & see what
tance from campus! DON’T WAIT, we have to offer! Owned by JCU
ACT FAST! Leases to begin in June alums. Photos/info on Facebook
‘Bernot College House Rentals’;
2012. Call Regis @ (216) 374-7164.
1st floor of Shaker double. 2 bed- jmbernot@aol.com; 440-336-2929.
rooms, one and a half baths, living
room, dining room, den, eat in kitchen,
all kitchen appliances, lots of storage,
one garage , ample parking, central air,
near Warrensville Center and Shaker
Blvd, $930, (216) 283-1966.

Newly renovated 4-bedroom, 2 ½
bathroom house, Meadowbrook behind Gesu. All appliances included.
Ideal location for JCU students/faculty.
Will be ready for Spring semester. Call
(216) 551-0197.
3 Bedroom 1st Floor double. less then
1/4 mile from University. Harwood
floors throughout, Central Air, Kitchen
Appliances, large living areas, Free
Internet, Washer/Dryer all included.
$1000/mount. 440-542-0232
4 Bedroom house with 2 baths. 5 minute walk to J.C.U. Available for next
school year. Call Charles at 216-4029653

BEAUTIFUL 5 BEDROOM
HOME. WALK TO JCU. $1750.
216-965-9060 srsmallx@yahoo.
com

FOR RENT: January through April
2012. Beautiful, Spacious Apartment
ten minute walk from JCU. Very clean,
new carpeting, spacious walk-in closet.
Please contact 440-785-1114 for more
details.
FOR RENT: January though May
2012. Looking for female housemate.
Five minute walk from JCU. Spacious
room,. utilites included. Please contact
440-488-4023 for more information

Looking for a place
to advertise?

Look no further
than
The Carroll News
email us at
carrollnewsads@gmail.
com

Help Wanted
Part time babysitter for two year old
twins, boy/girl. I need someone 2-3
days a week for 2-3 hours and then
possible weekend jobs as well. I
would prefer an education major that
is interested in hands on skill development with young children. My
name is Jennifer Barnes and I live in
Mayfield Heights. Anyone interested
can call me to set up an interview at
312.399.1421.
Babysitter Wanted: experienced sitter
for boys 4 and 5 years old. Near JCU.
Please call 440-241-8657. References
required.

Nanny Wanted - Seeking warm
and loving nanny to care for warm
and loving children Tuesday and
Thursday at Cleveland Heights
home. Excellent driving skills,
reliability a must. 7:30 to 3:30.
Competitive pay $14.00 per hour.
Please call 216-932-8334. References required.
BABYSITTER NEEDED to transport child/ren home after school
and care for them, 3:15-6:15 p.m.
T U E S / W E D / T H U R S D AY S .
Shaker Heights. Please contact
Kristen: makethemoment@yahoo.
com or 216-526-4666.

Immediate Opening! Are you an
energetic, self-motivated individual seeking a fun and challenging
opportunity working with children
and teaching? If so, you may be
just the person I am looking for!
Part-time job needed for every other weekend, will be up to 15-hours
per weekend. Experience and
references a must. I strongly prefer someone looking to become a
teacher who is studying childhood
education. The job will be located
in Beachwood. I am, looking for
enthusiastic individuals who love
to teach children! Pay is $15.00/
hour. Please reply by email to
steve@redwoodmanagement.net.

Babysitter wanted: Looking for an
experienced CPR/resuscitation certified sitter to watch two children within walking distance of campus. Hours
are flexible. Please e-mail kcarfagno@jcu.edu if you are interested
Looking for stockperson to work in
Blum’s Party Goods store at Cedar
and Green. Must be organized, punctual, Must be able to drive. Flexible
hours.

TheCarroll
News
Since 1925

Classified ads
cost $5.00 for the
first 10 words and
$0.25 for each additional word.
To be placed, ads
must be typed or
handwritten clearly and legibly and
sent to or dropped
off at The Carroll
News office with
payment.
Classified ads will
not be run without
pre-payment.
Classifieds will
not be taken over
the phone. Deadline for classifieds
is noon of the
Monday prior to
publication.
For Ad Rates and
Information:
Mail us at: The
Carroll News
John Carroll
Univ. 20700 N.
Park Blvd.
University Hts,
OH 44118
carrollnewsads@
gmail.com.
Federal Law bans discrimination by race, sex,
religion, color, national
origin, family status and
handicap in all Ohio rental
property. The Carroll
News will not knowingly
accept advertising in violation of this law. As a
consequence, The Carroll News will not accept
rental ads that stipulate the
gender of the tenants.

